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The study of biological systems in a holistic manner (systems biology) is increasingly being viewed as a

necessity to provide qualitative and quantitative descriptions of the emergent properties of the complete

system. Systems biology performs studies focussed on the complex interactions of system components;

emphasising the whole system rather than the individual parts. Many perturbations to mammalian

systems (diet, disease, drugs) are multi-factorial and the study of small parts of the system is insufficient

to understand the complete phenotypic changes induced. Metabolomics is one functional level tool

being employed to investigate the complex interactions of metabolites with other metabolites

(metabolism) but also the regulatory role metabolites provide through interaction with genes,

transcripts and proteins (e.g. allosteric regulation). Technological developments are the driving force

behind advances in scientific knowledge. Recent advances in the two analytical platforms of mass

spectrometry (MS) and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy have driven forward the

discipline of metabolomics. In this critical review, an introduction to metabolites, metabolomes,

metabolomics and the role of MS and NMR spectroscopy will be provided. The applications of

metabolomics in mammalian systems biology for the study of the health–disease continuum, drug

efficacy and toxicity and dietary effects on mammalian health will be reviewed. The current limitations

and future goals of metabolomics in systems biology will also be discussed (374 references).

1. Introduction to metabolites, metabolomes

and metabolomics

(i) Metabolites

The building blocks and information repositories of biological

systems (organelles, cells, tissues, organs and organisms) can,

in simplified terms, be divided into four main biochemical

components; genes, transcripts, proteins and metabolites.

Biological systems are constructed of and function through

complex interactions of these components. Metabolites are in

a unique position as they are the building blocks for all other

biochemical species and structures including proteins (amino

acids), genes and transcripts (nucleotides), and cell walls. In the

post-genomics era metabolomics is a core scientific discipline,

complementary to the study of other functional levels (genome,

transcriptome and proteome).1–5 The study of the metabolome

can be applied in isolation or in combination with other functional

levels (systems biology).6–12 Metabolites and their relationship

with other metabolites (defined as metabolism) and biochemical

species are currently the major focus of metabolomic

investigations to understand biological function/phenotype.

Metabolites are defined as low molecular weight (in relation

to proteins and nucleic acids) organic and inorganic chemicals

which are the reactants, intermediates or products of enzyme-

mediated biochemical reactions. The majority of metabolites

are organic in class but the importance of inorganic metabolites

including metals should be highlighted (for example, iron).13

Metallomics is the scientific study of the complement of metals

in a biological system.14 Metabolites are functionally different

to peptides, proteins, transcripts and genes though the exact

divide is often blurred. For example, glutathione is a tripeptide

composed of glutamate, cysteine and glycine monomers which

is synthesised and functions metabolically, largely to protect

the cell against reactive oxygen species. Similarly, DNA and

RNA are synthesized from nucleotides, some of which also
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have important roles in cellular energy processes. The

compositional diversity of metabolites provides wide ranges

of physicochemical properties including molecular weight,

hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity, acidity/basicity and boiling

point. The range of molecular weight (from 1 amu (proton)

to greater than 1500 amu e.g., gangliosides, lipids and small

peptides) is significantly lower than observed for proteins,

transcripts and genes. Hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity ranges

from polar metabolites such as low molecular weight amino

acids to high molecular weight non-polar lipids. Volatility

ranges are from low boiling point metabolites present in breath

including isoprene and carbon dioxide to high molecular weight

lipids. This diversity ensures that investigation of the complete

complement of metabolites is technically challenging and

multiple strategies are commonly employed to provide a wide

coverage. These include the use of different analytical

techniques. Mass spectrometry (MS) and nuclear magnetic

resonance (NMR) spectroscopy, often coupled to chromato-

graphy, are the most prevalent and provide the emphasis of

this review. This can be contrasted with the single analytical

platforms which are generally applied for detection of

proteins, transcripts and genes. General classification of

metabolites can involve polarity (polar, non-polar), molecular

weight and metabolite structure or reaction similarity. The

most frequently applied method is similarity where metabo-

lites are classified according to chemical core structure (e.g.,

fatty acids) or by presence in the same metabolic pathway or

pathways (e.g., glycolysis). Multiple levels of complexity can
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be included in the classification, as has been shown in The

Human Metabolome Database (HMDB).15

(ii) Metabolomes

The quantitative complement of metabolites in a biological

system is defined as the metabolome.16,17 The complexity and

size of the metabolome is dependent on the organism and

sample type (blood, urine, CSF or tissue for example). Yeast

has an estimated 1100 metabolites.18 The human metabolome

is currently estimated to contain many thousands of metabo-

lites as defined in metabolic reconstructions19,20 and HMDB.15

These are under-estimates of the actual number of metabolites

expected to be defined in the future. Metabolic reconstructions

and databases are compiled with bibliographic and experi-

mental data21 but exhibit gaps in the present knowledge,

commonly in areas of lipid metabolism (as shown for yeast)22

and human–gut microflora metabolism. The differences in the

types of polar head group, fatty acid acyl chain length and the

degree and position of unsaturation in lipids mean that the

structural diversity of lipids is immense and the number of

possible lipid species is 4105.23 Furthermore, there are many

xenobiotics that are commonly found in tissues, particularly

humans who may be taking medications or eating a diverse

diet. Other chemicals not classified as metabolites can also be

present, for example persistent organic pollutants.

Metabolomes can be classified according to their origin.

Endometabolomes are related to intra-cellular metabolism,

exometabolomes (alternatively referred to as the metabolic

footprint or secretome) refer to extra-cellular metabolomes. In

mammals the metabolome can be described by the sample type

and include serum (or plasma), urine, cerebrospinal fluid

(CSF), breath, tears, saliva, faecal and a variety of tissues.

One metabolome can be interconnected with another

metabolome. For example, serum and urine are biofluids

integrating the metabolic composition of several tissue types

and organs which are related to multiple biological and physio-

logical processes. This is beneficial when investigating these

biofluids as they are relatively easy to acquire and provide a

metabolic snapshot on the mammalian system as a whole. Also,

the interaction of human and gut microflora metabolomes play

an important role in the health–disease status of mammals,

including the cross-talk between these separate metabolomes.

Metabolomes are in essence a ‘parts list’ of metabolites

combined with qualitative connectivity information (metabolic

reactions). Informatics resources provide information on

metabolites and qualitative information of the inter-relationship

(connectivity) of metabolites in specific forms and details. The

informatics resources available have been reviewed recently24 and

include, among others, HMDB and the Small Molecule Pathway

database (SMPDB)25 and KEGG.26 The inter-relationships

within the metabolome, referred to as the metabolic network,

are large, and can be inferred using bibliometrics and

informatics.27,28 For example, the Nicholson metabolic maps

are a visual guide to the complexity observed.29 For quantitative

network descriptions further information are required (including

metabolite and enzyme concentrations) and fall in the discipline

of quantitative systems biology. A community consensus

metabolic network for yeast has recently been described18 and

a parallel effort relating to the human metabolic network is

currently being performed. Experimental strategies to define

metabolic networks are also being performed.30

The metabolome is composed of metabolites originating

from a number of processes. Metabolism involves the

catabolism (breakdown and energy producing) and anabolism

(construction and molecule producing) of metabolites and

other biochemicals. These involve endogenous metabolites

synthesised and consumed within the biological system.

Exogenous metabolites (drugs and nutrients from food as

examples) are imported from outside the biological system

and metabolised (exogenous metabolism). For example,

drugs are metabolised in the body in phase I and phase II

biotransformations to increase the reactivity (phase I) and

hydrophilicity for excretion (phase II), which can also

sometimes increase their toxicity. These phase II reactions

include oxidation, hydrolysis, reduction or conjugation.31

There can be interactions between the metabolisms of two

different organisms. Microflora in the mammalian gut provide

a positive and essential symbiotic relationship with the mammal,

and this system can be thought of as a superorganism.32 The

microflora in and upon the mammal can provide a large

impact on health and disease status.33,34

(iii) Metabolomics

The study of metabolites in biological systems, referred to as

metabolomics, is primarily involved in the study of metabolism.

Differential changes in the synthesis and consumption of

metabolites are investigated. The phrase metabolism relates

to the Ancient Greek metabolè, meaning change.35 Metabolism

is the study of the chemical conversion of one metabolite to

another metabolite through the interaction with an enzyme

and in some cases co-factors (for example, ATP, NADH,

co-enzyme A). Metabolism is regulated to ensure adequate
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biomass and energy production along with other requirements

for growth and life. Central metabolism is those reactions and

pathways required for energy, growth and nutrient supply and

are conserved across many organisms (for example, the

pathways of glycolysis and the citric acid cycle). Secondary

metabolism is reactions or pathways associated with one or a

limited number of organisms and are not required for survival

(for example, antibiotic production in Streptomyces or

alkaloid production in plants). The complexity of metabolic

networks is exhibited by pleiotropy where a perturbation to a

specific reaction (for example, gene knockout(s) resulting in

the absence of a specific enzyme (isoforms)) may provide the

consequential loss of direct production of a metabolite but can

result in an indirect route of production via a series of

metabolic reactions which may create a number of metabolic

perturbations.36 This is a measure of the robustness of

metabolic networks, often discussed in the evolution of

metabolic networks.37

Metabolites are involved in many other biochemical

processes not directly (but often indirectly) related to their

synthesis or consumption. These are also of scientific interest

in metabolomics. Metabolites can act in the regulation of

metabolism. Homeostasis provides a constant chemical

environment within a biological system maintained by regulation

of metabolism and other processes. This is particularly

important for maintaining the osmotic potential of cells, with

a number of high concentration metabolites also acting as

osmolytes under various conditions. Increases or decreases in

the concentration or availability of metabolic reactants in the

environment can be self-regulated by a number of processes

including the increase or decrease of the activity of enzymes

responsible for the reactions through allosteric modification.

Allosteric modifications involve the binding of given

metabolites to a region of an enzyme which in turn either

increases or decreases the rate of enzymatic action. This is

often a rapid means of regulating metabolic flux within the

cell. Covalent modification of proteins, such as phosphorylation,

acetylation or ubiquitination, and transcriptional control

through transcription factors provide regulation and the

control over metabolism across multiple organs, such as

processes like the Cori cycle. The timescale of protein

modifications can be rapid when compared to transcriptional

regulation. Dysregulation of these regulatory processes can

result in disease onset or progression. For example, the

hormone insulin regulates glucose and fat metabolism to

increase storage as triglycerides or glycogen when the blood

glucose concentration increases. A breakdown in this

regulation is responsible for the onset of diabetes, either due

to a failure to produce insulin in type I diabetes or insulin

resistance in type II diabetes. This leads to decreased biological

regulation of blood glucose concentration. Indeed the

inappropriate storage of lipid is thought to be one of the

causes of insulin resistance that predates full blown type II

diabetes as part of lipotoxicity.38 Metabolites can also regulate

other processes including gene transcription and recently,

riboswitches (the interaction of RNA with metabolites) have

been shown to modulate gene expression.39

A range of terminologies are applied in metabolomics and

are described in Table 1. These can at times be perplexing with

multiple terms defining the same process. Of greatest debate

today is the scientific difference between metabolomics and

metabonomics. Metabolomics is generally defined as the

comprehensive study of all metabolites present in a biological

system.1 Metabonomics is defined as ‘‘the quantitative

measurement of the dynamic multiparametric metabolic

response of living systems to pathophysiological stimuli or

genetic modification’’.40 The differences are historical in origin.

Metabolomics has its foundations in microbial and plant studies

typically applying mass spectrometry. Metabonomics originated

in the study of mammalian systems, particularly for toxicology,

with NMR spectroscopy. Today the two terms are becoming

synonymous and interconvertible as discussed recently.12

Metabolomics is applied to fulfil a variety of objectives

which will be described in greater depth later in this review.

The study of the metabolome can offer a number of advantages,

whether applied individually or in combination with other

biochemical analyses.3,41 The metabolome is downstream of

other biochemical species with biochemical information

traditionally viewed as flowing from genome to transcriptome

to proteome to metabolome. The metabolome is a sensitive

measure of the biological phenotype, an indicator of both

genetic and environmental (diet, drug, lifestyle) perturbations.

These interactions are shown in Fig. 1. Changes in the

metabolome (both metabolic flux and metabolite concentration)

can be greater than observed in the proteome or transcriptome.

It has been shown theoretically (with Metabolic Control

Analysis)42 and experimentally36,43 that the change in enzyme

concentration has a limited effect on metabolite flux but a

greater effect on the concentrations of metabolites. The

metabolome is highly dynamic in nature, the flux (rate of

synthesis or consumption) of metabolites is measured

in seconds compared to turnover in the proteome and

transcriptome which are commonly measured in minutes to

hours. This allows the metabolome to be a rapid indicator of

environmental perturbations. Indeed, rapid metabolic changes

within the cell are largely allosteric in nature relying on

metabolites acting as inhibitors or activators, while changes

in gene expression and covalent modification of enzymes can

be slower, adaptive processes in mammals (e.g., as a result of

hormonal action). Furthermore, many of the covalent

modifications of proteins are mediated by metabolites such

as ATP, acetyl-CoA, glucose and fats, and so metabolomics

should be able to follow many (but not all) changes associated

with both short and long term metabolic and physiological

control. For these many reasons Van der Greef described the

promise of applying metabolomics in clinical systems biology

to detect early metabolic perturbations before disease symptoms

are observed and more drastic measures are required.44

Many offer the view that as the number of metabolites is

lower than the number of genes, transcripts or proteins the

metabolome is easier to investigate in a systems-wide study.

This is now being realised as not to be the case! The wide

ranges of physicochemical properties and metabolite concen-

trations ensure that the complexity and diversity is too great

for fully comprehensive and holistic investigations. However,

metabolomics does offer high-throughput applications where

many hundreds of samples can be analysed every week. This

reduces the financial costs per sample to acceptable levels and
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Table 1 Terminologies and definitions applied in metabolomics

Metabolomics
The study of the quantitative complement of metabolites in a biological system and changes in metabolite concentrations or fluxes related to
genetic or environmental perturbations. Studies are typically holistic in nature though targeted studies are also encompassed in the term
metabolomics.
Metabonomics
The quantitative measurement of the dynamic multi-parametric metabolic response of living systems to pathophysiological stimuli or genetic
modification. Often, though not exclusively, focussed on biofluid analysis to follow systemic metabolism.
Endometabolome
The complement of metabolites located within a cell or tissue, often referred to as the intra-cellular metabolome. The intra-cellular contents are
typically a composite of metabolites, enzymes and other biochemical species and are highly reactive and dynamic in nature. Sampling normally
includes a metabolic quenching process to inhibit enzyme activity and halt metabolism.
Exometabolome
The metabolome present exterior to and in contact with cells and tissues and often referred to as the extra-cellular metabolome or metabolic
footprint. Metabolic activity in the exometabolome is minimal as enzymes are typically not present or are at concentrations significantly lower than
in endometabolomes. No metabolic quenching is often required and therefore the exometabolome provides a cumulative temporal picture of
intra-cellular metabolism and metabolite uptake and secretion from a biological system.
Metabolic profiling
The holistic study of the metabolite complement of a biological system to define relative differences in the measured response or changes in the
metabolite concentrations. Appropriate experimental design and analytical strategies are required to provide detection of 100–1000s of metabolites
in a valid and robust manner. This term is often matched with metabolite profiling which originated and is applied in the pharmaceutical industry
in the study of drug metabolism.
Metabolite fingerprinting
Global snapshot of the intra-cellular metabolome typically acquired with holistic and rapid acquisition analytical platforms. The complete sample
or crude extract is analysed. Quantification and chemical identification is not typically available. Applied as a screening strategy for 100–1000s of
samples before further targeted studies involving metabolic profiling. Provides a snapshot of metabolism at a single point in time.
Metabolic footprinting
Global snapshot of the extra-cellular metabolome, those metabolites secreted from a biological system (typically cells and tissues) or changes in
metabolites consumed from the exometabolome. The metabolome measures the footprint of intra-cellular metabolism on the extra-cellular
environment. Defines the inputs and outputs from biological systems and typically simpler to acquire and prepare samples than for cells and
tissues. Provides a picture of metabolic changes occurring over time. Serum, urine, breath and CSF are defined as metabolic footprints of
intra-cellular tissue and cell metabolism, although one could argue that there should be a distinction between fluids where homeostasis is necessary
(e.g. blood plasma and CSF) and biofluids like urine and cell culture media where the environment is less rigorously controlled as a result of
excretion, and thus may concentrate compounds that would be otherwise toxic inside the body.
Targeted analysis
The quantitative study of a small number of metabolites, typically related by chemical or biological similarity. Analytical methods include
extensive separation of analytes and sample matrix and include the construction of calibration curves and quantification of metabolites.
Metabolic quenching
The process of inhibition of enzymes and halting of metabolic reactions. Normally performed by increasing or decreasing the temperature and/or
by chemical degradation of protein structure.
Metabolite extraction
The process of separation of metabolites from the biological system and sample matrix. The level of complexity of separations is dependent on the
experimental strategy applied. The complexity is greater for targeted analysis than for metabolic profiling.
Serum and plasma
Serum is the aqueous liquid fraction separated from clotted blood. Plasma is the aqueous liquid fraction of unclotted blood, and usually requires
the addition of an anti-clotting factor (e.g., EDTA, citrate or heparin) which may interfere with subsequent analyses. They differ in composition by
the presence (plasma) or absence (serum) of fibrogen. Serum and plasma are composed of water, metabolites, proteins, and salts, but not cells, and
are sampled from the mammalian circulatory system.
Urine
An aqueous solution composed of waste products produced by filtration in the kidneys and stored in the bladder. Composed of water, urea, salts
and metabolites, and may also contain significant amounts of protein in diseased individuals which can interfere with subsequent analyses.
Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF)
Aqueous fluid present in the spinal column, surrounding the brain and present in the intra-cerebral vesicles. Acts to protect the brain from
mechanical and immunological damage and to provide the distribution of neuroendocrine factors. Composed of water, salts, metabolites and
proteins, and is somewhat isolated from blood plasma from the semi-permeable blood–brain barrier.
Breath
Gas inhaled or expelled from the lungs during the process of breathing. Composed of volatile chemicals including oxygen, carbon dioxide, water,
isoprene and other metabolites. Breath can be separated into condensable and non-condensable components.
Cell
A structure composed of a membrane or cell wall and containing an aqueous solution of biomolecules. Cells are sub-units of multi-cellular systems.
Mammalian cells are eukaryotic and contain nuclei, unlike prokaryotic cells, and a range of sub-cellular compartments (e.g., mitochondria, Golgi
and endoplasmic reticulum).
Tissue
An aggregate of cells of similar structure and which perform a similar function. Tissues can consist of a single cell type or more usually a
conglomerate of multiple cells.
Descriptive statistics
Summarize a sample population by simply describing its observed characteristics numerically, or graphically. Numerical descriptors include mean,
median, standard deviation, median absolute deviation, quartile ranges, and range for continuous data types (for example peak areas), while
frequency and percentage are more useful in terms of describing categorical data (like detection of a metabolite over an experiment).
Inferential statistics
Use structure in the sample data to draw inferences about the population represented, whilst accounting for random, and systematic, error. These
inferences may take the form of: asking yes/no questions about the data (hypothesis testing), describing associations within the data (correlation),
modelling relationships within the data (regression), extrapolation, interpolation, or other modelling techniques like analysis of variance
(ANOVA), time series and data mining.
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significantly lower than for proteome and transcriptome,

though the purchasing costs for high-specification instruments

are still high (typically greater than 100 000 GB Pounds).

However, many of these instruments are already found in

the analytical groups of chemistry and biochemistry

departments and in some ways the advent of metabolomics

has given a new impetus to (bio)analytical chemistry. Finally,

a metabolite present in multiple sample types can easily be

detected with the same analytical platform with changes in

sample preparation. This provides metabolomics laboratories

the ability to investigate multiple biological systems and the

development of centralised metabolomic facilities for regional

use are being observed (for example, The Netherlands

Metabolomics Centre).45

2. The development and growth of metabolomics

(i) The history of biochemistry

Metabolomics has a long history that significantly predates the

coining of the word. Indeed, metabolism is the oldest branch

of biochemistry, starting with pioneering studies by the likes of

Buchner over a hundred years ago to understand the processes

involved in glycolysis in so-called yeast juice. During the

following 100 years a mass of research has increased our

understanding of metabolism, and biochemistry in general,

and thus the field of metabolomics stands on the shoulders of

many biochemistry giants. These initial studies were largely

reductionist in purpose and focused on small and specific areas

of metabolism in a primarily qualitative manner. Today, these

masses of data are being compiled into textbooks, encyclopedias

and metabolic reconstructions to define the metabolic network

in a holistic approach. These developments represent a shift in

understanding and research; the focus of current studies is

changing from reductionist to holistic and is increasingly

providing a systems-wide understanding of biological function

(systems biology). There is a shift in how scientists view

metabolism. Traditionally metabolism has been viewed as a

set of linear metabolic pathways which can be inter-related.

Today metabolism is viewed as a network.18

(ii) Early beginnings

The beginning of the global study of metabolites was observed

in the 1960s and 1970s. Separately Horning and Pauling

applied gas chromatography–mass spectrometry (GC-MS) to

acquire metabolite profiles of human blood and urine vapour

in 1968 and 1972, respectively.46,47 These studies were

achieved because of preceding technological advances, here

the development and interfacing of gas chromatographs

and mass spectrometers. Similarly, the availability of NMR

Table 1 (continued)

Univariate statistical methods
Analysis methods accepting only one random variable at a time. Multivariate data can be analysed using univariate statistical methods by splitting
up the data into a series of univariate vectors (in our case single metabolite vectors), which are each independently analysed. Any correlation
between vectors is ignored; however distributions of univariate outcomes can be compiled, for example, a histogram of relative standard deviation
across all detected metabolites.
Multivariate statistical method
Methods which take the form of statistical methods encompassing the simultaneous observation and analysis of more than one random variable.
These may be descriptive (Principal Components Analysis), or inferential. Inferential multivariate methods can be further divided into unsupervised, where
unbiased structural inference is made using algorithms that search for undefined structure in the data, and supervised, which is the multivariate
equivalent of univariate hypothesis testing.

Fig. 1 The complex interactions of functional levels (genome, transcriptome, proteome and metabolome) in biological systems. Bidirectional

flows of biological information are observed between the genome, transcriptome, proteome and metabolome. The complex interaction of

components from all the functional levels and the environment produces the phenotype, the output of the system measured in systems-level

metabolomics and systems biology.
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spectrometers in biological and medical departments also

encouraged its use to profile metabolism in cells and

biofluids.48,49 Brenner commented that the flow of new

scientific discoveries originates from technical developments

and this has been reviewed with a metabolomic and systems

biology focus.50 Instrumental developments to provide greater

sensitivity and separation resolution (e.g. UPLC, comprehensive

GC � GC and 2D-NMR) and improvements in computa-

tional power and software needs have driven the ability to

perform metabolomics research forward. The following

twenty years provided few publications. One significant

advance was the application of mass spectrometry for the

diagnosis of inborn errors of metabolism.51 These are one of

the first examples of comprehensive metabolic profiles being

applied for clinical diagnosis and demonstrated the potential

of metabolomics to the next generation of scientists.

(iii) The emergence of metabolomics at the start of the

21st century

The sequencing of the first genomes in the late 1990s and early

21st century (including yeast52 and human53) welcomed in

the post-genomic era and provided the real emphasis for

metabolomics to develop and prosper. In 1997 and 1998,

respectively, the research groups of Oliver and Ferenci were

the first to define the metabolome.16,17 Two publications

arrived within a twelve month period and are classified as

the pioneering papers in metabonomics and metabolomics,

respectively. In 1999, the Nicholson group at Imperial College

in the UK published a paper defining metabonomics and the

application of NMR to the study of human biofluids.40 In

2000, Fiehn and colleagues at the Max-Planck Institute of

Plant Physiology published research defining the application

of GC-MS to the study of plant metabolomes.54 From these

roots has developed a flourishing scientific field. In 2009,

1503 papers were published (as defined in Web of Knowledge

with the keywords [metabolom* OR metabonom*]) and

the number of papers each year is increasing at an exponential

rate as shown in Fig. 2. The majority of studies apply

MS or NMR spectroscopy as the analytical instrument

of choice. However, metabolomics is still a relatively

small scientific field in comparison with proteomics and

transcriptomics.

During the previous ten years metabolomics has advanced

in stages. Many publications in the first 5 years described

technological developments including the application of new

analytical methods or instruments, as well as novel informatics

approaches. Although these types of publications are still

being observed, showing the growth of metabolomics, an

increase in the number of biologically focused studies is being

reported. There is a larger emphasis on standardisation, the

importance of experimental design and quality assurance

and the application of metabolomics to advance our under-

standing of biology. Metabolomics is now playing an

important role in microbial, plant, environmental and

mammalian studies although lessons are still being learnt from

the complexity of data and the difficulties of quality and

experimental robustness. These are being combined with

systems biology studies as discussed below.

(iv) The role of metabolomics in systems biology

Systems biology is an emerging scientific discipline with the

objective to study all (or a large proportion) of the biological

components of a system, and more importantly, to study the

complex interactions between these components. This is in

contrast to traditional studies which are defined as reductionist

and focussed on a small subset of the components and inter-

actions.55 Biology in the previous 100 years has provided

volumes of data regarding the components focussing on a

given gene, protein or metabolite. However, in many cases this

isolated knowledge of individual components has not provided

accurate mechanistic understanding of complex phenotypes.

These can include many mammalian diseases which can be

described as multi-factorial, where there are multiple causes

and multiple effects that interact with one another. Systems

biology is increasingly being applied because it has been

realised that the properties of a system are different to the

properties of a single component. Sauer et al. discussed in 2007

that reductionist approaches have been hugely successful in

separately identifying many of the components and single

interactions in systems but have not provided quantitative

information of the complete set of interactions that produce

the function (or emergent properties) of a complete system.

Systems biology has the objective to understand qualitatively

and more importantly, quantitatively model and predict how

genetic and environmental changes influence biological

function at the systems level.56 Fig. 1 describes the complex

relationship of (bio)chemicals in mammalian systems and their

interaction with other variables (including the environment) to

produce the measured phenotype. The important transformation

from reductionist to systems-wide studies in clinical applications

has been previously reviewed.55,57,58

Systems biology is an integrative science applying high-

throughput experiments (for example, ‘omic measurements)

along with theory and computational modelling to provide

in silico (and predictive) models of components and their inter-

actions. The strategies applied in systems biology are shown in

Fig. 3. The main two types of studies performed are top-down

and bottom-up. Top-down takes a holistic view of the system

Fig. 2 The growth in the number of publications described as

[metabolomics ORmetabonomics] in Web of Knowledge. The number

of publications describing the application of NMR (black),

MS (white) and others (shaded grey) is included to highlight their rate

of application and influence on the development of metabolomics.
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and aims to study the components and interactions of the

complete system, generally on a semi-quantitative approach

for example, metabolic profiling performs a holistic study of

the metabolome and interactions of metabolites with other

metabolites and biochemicals. Holistic studies of the proteome,

transcriptome and epigenome can all be performed. By

contrast bottom-up systems biology performs a quantitative

study of specific components and interactions within the

system, providing significantly greater accuracy and resolution

compared to top-down approaches. For example, measurements

of enzyme kinetics, protein concentrations and metabolite

concentrations can be combined with metabolic reconstructions

(for example see ref. 18) to construct in silico models of

metabolism. One expects and hopes that these two approaches

will meet in the middle. Alternatively one can adapt a ‘middle

out’ strategy59 in which one starts at any level which contains

sufficient data (e.g., on pathways) and reaches towards the

other levels and components of the whole system. To fulfil these

objectives systems biology is applied with a multi-disciplinary

team performing genome-wide ‘omics’ measurements, bio-

chemistry, biophysics, computational modelling, informatics

and text mining among others. A number of excellent reviews

describing the requirements and impact of systems biology are

available.7,8,10–12,57,60–63

The role of metabolomics in systems biology is to define

qualitatively or quantitatively the interactions of metabolites

(and associated changes) in biological networks. Primarily, the

components are metabolites and the interactions are metabolic

reactions, on the holistic scale the metabolic network.

However, in complex biological systems metabolites interact

with other non-metabolite components in the regulation of

biological processes (for example, metabolite interactions with

mRNA riboswitches) and the study of metabolites provides

indications of these processes. The development of holistic and

inductive data acquisition strategies in the early years of the

21st century has advanced the role of metabolomics in systems

biology. The application of metabolomics in the systems

wide study of mammals is at the beginning of a long journey.

A number of applications of metabolomics in top-down and

middle-out strategies are described in Section 5.

3. Experimental strategies and experimental

design

(i) Experimental workflows

The metabolomics experiment proceeds along a generic

workflow which is specific to the experiment and sample

type being studied. The workflow is shown in Fig. 4 and

can be described as a metabolome pipeline.64 A combination

of different expertises is required in multi-disciplinary

teams including clinicians, analytical chemists, statisticians,

epidemiologists, biologists, modellers and bioinformaticians.

The components of the workflow begin with the design of the

experiment, proceed through the biological and subsequent

analytical experiment to data analysis and data storage.

Each step in the workflow has multiple options and choosing

the correct option for specific experiments is critical to

ensure that robust and valid results are induced. Many

scientists (including the authors) recommend and undertake

development and validation of each step to ensure they are

‘fit-for-purpose’.65–69

(ii) Metabolic profiling

In general terms, two types of workflows can be applied

depending on the level of biological knowledge to be acquired;

targeted studies and untargeted studies or metabolic profiling.

Fig. 5 details the differences between the two workflows. Many

metabolomic studies in the previous ten years have started

with limited biological knowledge and for which a specific

scientific hypothesis is not available. A general hypothesis is

available (for example, there is a metabolic difference between

humans diagnosed with cancer and healthy humans), but a

specific hypothesis stating which metabolites are related to

Fig. 3 The experimental strategies applied in systems biology; bottom-up, top-down and middle-out.
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(patho)physiological changes is not available. In these studies

the objective is to design an experiment to acquire valid

data on a wide range of metabolites present in multiple

metabolite classes or metabolic pathways and dispersed across

the metabolic network. Subsequent analysis of the data can

provide novel insights into changes in the metabolome related

to the biological question being asked. These types of

studies are inductive or hypothesis-generating.70 Traditionally,

deductive or hypothesis testing studies were thought to be the

only reliable method of scientific discovery. Many advances in

biological understanding would not have been possible

without inductive metabolomic studies (for example, ref. 71).

Subsequent studies are hypothesis-testing or reductionist and

aim to test a scientific hypothesis through the acquisition of

data for a fewer number of metabolites, those metabolites

highlighted in inductive experiments.

Fig. 4 The metabolome pipeline. The integration of design, performance, storage and analysis of metabolomics experiments and their attendant

data. Kindly reprinted from ref. 64 with permission from Springer.

Fig. 5 Comparison of metabolic profiling and targeted analysis strategies in metabolomics.
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The importance of appropriate experimental design in

metabolomic studies is discussed in detail later. However, it

is worth noting that many large-scale metabolomics studies are

not financially feasible without convincing preliminary data.

In studies such as those looking for risk-factors in the general

population due to changes in lifestyle/diet (or similar

epidemiological studies), or biomarker studies for diseases

where patient numbers are statistically required to be in the

1000s the authors recommend three separate studies; (1)

discovery study, (2) study validation and (3) cohort validation.

Studies 1 and 2 use a highly constrained Design of Experiment

(for example, a matched case–control design) where sample

numbers range from 20–100s for each class and are sampled

from two independent populations. These initial studies

should be small enough to be financially viable as a pilot

study but rigorously designed so that the resulting ‘biomarker’

metabolites are robust and independently validated. Study 3

expands the Design of Experiment to a cross-section of the

complete ‘at-risk’ population employing larger sample

numbers (n = 1000s). This final study defines the true utility

of the ‘discovered’ markers in the target population. The

journey through multiple studies is summarised in Fig. 6.

Metabolic profiling, or untargeted analysis, is applied in

inductive studies with an experimental objective to acquire

analytical data relating to a wide range of metabolites in the

metabolome. Sample collection, preparation and analysis are

developed to provide detection of hundreds or thousands of

metabolites in a single analysis. The obtained precision and

accuracy is ‘fit-for purpose’ but lower than for targeted

analysis and semi-quantitative data are acquired. Limited

sample preparation is performed to ensure that metabolite

loss is not present during processing steps. Relative changes

in the measured responses (and not concentrations) of

metabolites are calculated in most, but not all, applications.

There is no construction of calibration curves for each

metabolite because of the technical difficulty of preparing

many hundreds of separate calibration curves, the availability

of authentic chemical standards and most importantly the lack

of metabolite information before analysis. These studies are

performed with no or limited a priori information regarding

the composition of the sample. The limitations of this strategy

should be remembered in that no or limited absolute

quantitative data are available, precision and accuracy are

reduced to ensure detection of a large number of metabolites

and chemical identification of all metabolites detected is

currently not feasible on a routine and automated basis.

(iii) Targeted studies

At the opposite end of the spectrum are targeted studies, which

are focused on a specific number of metabolites (typically less

than 20) which are related in function or class and provide

(absolute) quantitative metabolite concentrations with a high

specificity, precision and accuracy. These are methods which

traditional bio-analytical chemistry has applied for many

decades and are applied in deductive or hypothesis-testing

studies where the metabolites of biological interest are known.

A greater level of sample preparation is used to separate the

metabolites from all other metabolites and sample matrix

components. Appropriate internal standards (commonly

isotopic analogues of the metabolites to be quantified) should

be applied to ensure accuracy. As these methods are well

known in science and many of the developments discussed in

this review will focus on the younger strategy of metabolic

profiling.

(iv) Semi-targeted studies

Recently, an intermediate strategy has been developed,

sometimes described as semi-targeted analysis. Here experi-

mental methodologies are developed to provide quantitative

or semi-quantitative concentrations of metabolites with higher

accuracy, precision and specificity than for metabolic profiling

for up to 400 metabolites.72,73 These metabolites are chosen

from a multitude of chemical classes and metabolic pathways

to provide a wide coverage of metabolism, though are biased

to those metabolites where authentic chemical standards are

commercially available and relatively inexpensive to purchase.

The strategy applies triple quadrupole mass spectrometers to

Fig. 6 The journey through multiple studies in epidemiological-type investigations. There are two highly constrained studies (discovery study and

study validation) performed with tens or low hundreds of samples from two independent populations. A final cohort validation is performed on a

cross-section of the complete ‘at-risk’ population employing thousands of samples so as to test the markers in the target population.
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provide a greater specificity compared to time-of-flight or

Fourier transform instruments for metabolic profiling. This

strategy assumes that metabolic changes will be reflected in the

relative concentrations of these metabolites or is applied when

a priori knowledge of the areas of metabolism of biological

interest is known (e.g., TCA metabolites and heart disease).74

When biological knowledge is non-existent or limited there is

the possibility that the metabolites of biological interest are

not detected and metabolic profiling, where larger numbers of

metabolites are detected, is more appropriate. However, it

should be noted that metabolic profiling does not provide

detection of the complete metabolome and therefore the

possibility of not detecting the metabolite(s) of interest is still

present but with a reduced probability. Metabolic profiling

does not provide the automatic chemical identity of metabolites

which this new strategy does and therefore provides a rapid

and direct transfer of results to biological conclusions.

Metabolite identification is one of the current areas requiring

significant developments in metabolic profiling applications.75–77

Throughput is reduced because multiple injections for a single

sample are required but accuracy and precision are greater

than for metabolic profiling.

(v) Design of metabolomic experiments

Metabolomic studies of mammalian systems generally adhere

to one of two basic designs. Either: (A), they are studies of the

metabolome in a highly controlled laboratory environment

such as the perturbation of an in vitro tissue culture, or the

effect of drug therapy in an animal model; or (B), they are

epidemiological studies investigating metabolic factors affecting

the health and disease of human populations (identification of

biomarkers or risk indictors of diseases, drug efficacy and

toxicity, and indicators of diet, lifestyle, age or particular time

dependent conditions such as pregnancy).

Studies of type A tend to be small (sometimes as low as

10 samples) as experimental conditions can be highly

controlled, such that the treatment, or exposure, under

examination is the only random variable. The treatment/

exposure can often be quite extreme, compared to a human

study, thus the expected change in the metabolome is much

greater allowing suitable statistical power to be achieved with

lower sample numbers. These studies can also be constrained

by external factors such as the availability/cost of collecting

samples or breeding animals. Studies of type B, until very

recently, have also been small. However, as discussed by

Broadhurst and Kell,78 to enable a greater understanding of

the metabolic status of humans, medium to large-scale

epidemiological studies are required in order to take account

of the substantial diversity observed in physiology, metabolic

status, and lifestyle in the general human population. Large-

scale studies are required also to boost the power of any

subsequent statistical analysis, so that subtle differences within

the subject cohort can be detected. For example, given

an identical change in metabolite response the statistical

confidence interval for a biomarker will decrease as the sample

size increases, thus reducing the probability of false discovery.

Fortunately, through recent advances in analytical

equipment and methodology, it is now economically viable

to analyse the metabolic profile of many hundreds of samples

in a single week, and therefore thousands over several months.

This scaling-up of metabolomic studies from small laboratory

based proof of principle to full blown epidemiological studies

requires that great care be taken in the selection of participants

(Study Design), the collection of the biological samples,

and the design of the analytical experiment (Design of

Experiment), in order to make subsequent data analysis

unbiased and fit-for-purpose.

(vi) Study design

In epidemiology, a study design can either be controlled

(i.e., experimental) or observational. Controlled studies will

generally be a comparison between two or more treatments,

where the experimentalist controls the treatment (or exposure).

Often one compares against a standard vehicle, placebo, or

traditional treatment. Experiments can also often be multi-

factorial, comparing multiple factors at once (e.g. the

comparison of two treatments at multiple time-points).

Observational studies involve the analysis of a population in

which the ‘observer’ has no direct control over the assignment

of subjects into treated and untreated populations (or exposed

and not exposed). Observational studies break down into four

types: case–control, where factors that may contribute to a

medical condition are assessed by comparing subjects who

have that condition (the ‘cases’) with patients who do not have

the condition but are otherwise similar (the ‘controls’);

cross-sectional, where a cross-section of a given population is

compared at a given time-point irrespective of disease

outcome, or exposure; cohort, where two groups of people

are established as exposed versus non-exposed, and these

groups are followed over time for occurrence of disease; and

longitudinal, where a cohort is followed over a long period of

time in order to study developmental trends.

Two special cases of these general classes that are of

particular interest to metabolomics are: the nested case–control

study, where the case–control sub-populations are taken, and

matched, from a single cross-sectional population; and the

crossover study. A longitudinal study where subjects receive a

sequence of different treatments (or exposures) and thus each

subject acts as his/her own control. The prominent characteristic

linking these two types of design is the highly constrained

matching of comparison groups. Optimal matching occurs

when each exposed subject is matched to a comparable

unexposed subject to whom all the measurable parameters

are equal in every aspect except the exposure of interest. This

of course happens automatically in a crossover study. A

slightly less constrained, but still robust, matching process

would be to perform matching on a population basis. That is,

each comparison group is matched by all measurable

parameters such that both groups can be considered statistically

as being drawn from the same population, except on the basis

of the exposure of interest.

By strongly matching comparison groups any difference in

metabolome can be more closely associated with the exposure

of interest (i.e. the analysis is not biased). This is particularly

important in metabolic profiling studies due to their holistic,

‘measure everything’ nature.
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(vii) Design of experiment

When the number of samples in a given metabolic profiling

experiment is small, and the study design is highly constrained,

the design of experiment (DoE) is relatively straight-forward.

All the samples can be analysed in a single analytical batch in a

relatively short period. The only recommended action is that

the sample preparation order and injection order be randomised

so that no run-order bias is introduced into subsequent

statistical analysis.

In medium to large-scale epidemiological metabolomic

studies far more care in the DoE is necessary. By far the

biggest constraint on a large-scale metabolomic experiment is

that all the samples cannot be run in a single analytical batch.

Obvious issues of instrument reproducibility in the medium to

long-term and necessary periodic maintenance come into play.

The issue of reproducibility is very much instrument-dependent.

In NMR spectroscopy, instrument reproducibility is very

good, as the sample does not physically interact with the

operating parts of the instrument and therefore changes in

sensitivity from instrument contamination are not observed.

However, this is not the case with LC- or GC-MS. In any

chromatography–mass spectrometry system the sample

unavoidably interacts directly with the instrument. This

inevitability leads to changes in measured analyte response

over time both in terms of chromatography and mass spectro-

metry. The degree, and timing, of signal attenuation is not

consistent across all measured analytes and it is also dependent

on the type of biofluid measured. It is advised that Quality

Control samples (QCs) are periodically analysed throughout

an analytical run in order to provide robust Quality Assurance

for each chemical feature detected. The QC samples should be

identical (drawn from a pool) for the whole Analytical

Experiment. It has been shown that for human serum, changes

in response due to sample–instrument interaction requires that

a single metabolomic experiment should be broken up into

batches of approximately 90 injections (60 samples and

30 QCs—a QC analysed every fourth sample), followed by

an instrument cleaning step.68 Later, data conditioning

algorithms can use the QC responses as the basis to assess

the quality of the data, remove peaks with poor repeatability,

correct the signal attenuation, and concatenate batch data

together post chemical analysis and prior to statistical

analysis.11,68,79,80 After signal correction and batch-integration

each detected peak should be required to pass strict Quality

Assurance criteria. While there are no generally accepted

criteria for the assessment of repeatability in metabolomic

data sets, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in the

USA suggests a range of criteria that should be applied. In

the guidance for bioanalytical method validation in industry81

the FDA recommends for single analyte tests that tolerance

limits are set such that the measured response detected in two-

thirds of QC samples is within 15% of the QC mean, except

for compounds with concentrations at or near the limit of

quantification (LOQ), in these cases a tolerance of 20% is

acceptable. In the case of metabolic profiling applying LC-MS,

the methods are not specific for one analyte of interest, but

instead the aim is to detect thousands of analytes, therefore an

acceptance tolerance of 20% would seem to be appropriate.

Any peak that did not pass the QA criteria should be removed

from the dataset and thus ignored in any subsequent data

analysis.

Signal correction and batch-integration can never be perfect

so it is important not to introduce any systemic bias into

a study when choosing the order of injection and batch

membership. It is recommended that within-batch run-order

is assigned stochastically to each sample, such that the sample

order is random but stratified by exposure group. Also it is

recommended that each batch is stratified comparably to the

total experiment population. That is, each batch contains a

representative cross-section of the total study. Again this will

reduce bias in the data analysis.

Bias is another important consideration. The problem is

often referred to as a problem of ‘confounding variables or

confounding factors’, although the latter phrase has a slightly

different emphasis and meaning in the epidemiological

literature (‘‘confounding is a distortion in the estimated

exposure effects that result from differences in risk between

the exposed and unexposed that are not due to exposure’’).82

Imagine a study in which we wished to measure biomarkers for

ethnicity, and compared the serum or urine metabolome of

samples taken from Japanese and Russian people. No

doubt we would find differences, but it would be quite

wrong to ascribe these to ethnicity as the differences are just

as likely to be due to something else that co-varies with

ethnicity. Diet is likely the most important co-varying

difference here.

Reproducible standard operating procedures (SOPs) are

essential to ensure that samples are collected, stored and

transported in an identical manner in all countries. Ransohoff83

refers to bias as ‘‘the most important ‘threat to validity’ that

must be addressed in the design, conduct and interpretation of

such (i.e. biomarker) research’’, and he comments that ‘‘Bias

can be so powerful in non-experimental observational research

that a study should be presumed ‘guilty’—or biased—until

proven innocent’’. Bias cannot be compensated for by large

sample numbers—in fact this can even make things worse by

persuading readers of the validity of spurious differences that

are actually due simply to confounding factors that happen to

correlate with the class discrimination of interest. Naturally

the correlation improves with sample size, as does the

statistical confidence in the defined difference.

Bias can be exceptionally difficult to remove, although

careful age and gender matching is a good start. Having a

gender bias (in which say males are more common in the case

than in the control cohort) means that there is a danger of

creating a model that is actually discriminating on gender. It

has been highlighted that gender and drug intake can

be observed in disease biomarker studies.84 Bias can be

introduced at every stage of the metabolomic workflow as

well as the study design. It is important that samples from

each comparison groups are collected, transported, stored,

analytically prepared and injected into the analytical instrument

in a standard and, as far as possible, identical way. If in a

case–control study cases are collected at one study centre and

controls are collected at a different study centre then, again, no

doubt we would find differences, but it would be wrong to

ascribe these to disease exposure as the differences in the
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metabolic profiles are just as likely to be due to some factor

regarding the collection and storage procedures.

(viii) Sample collection and preparation

The objective of sample collection and extraction is to ensure

that a sample is acquired and analysed which is representative

of the metabolome in the sample before collection. In targeted

studies the limited number of metabolites of interest is known

and highly-specific analytical methods can be developed and

validated to ensure that specificity, accuracy and precision

are appropriate. In metabolic profiling studies, methods are

developed to provide a holistic profile of metabolites with a

wide range of physicochemical properties. The accuracy and

precision are inherently reduced as a consequence of the

comprehensive nature of the study. There are many different

methods to achieve the same experimental goals. Those

commonly used are discussed below.

The methods of sample collection are technically different to

those applied in proteomics, transcriptomics or genomics.

Many metabolomes are highly dynamic and operate with high

metabolic fluxes compared to the other functional levels. The

flux of metabolites is measured in units of seconds for many

metabolites compared to minutes and hours for proteins and

transcripts and is highly dependent on the metabolite, enzyme

and environmental conditions. The process of sample

collection and preparation is typically separated in to two

steps: (a) quenching of metabolic activity and (b) extraction of

metabolites into an appropriate solvent for analysis.

Quenching is a process where metabolism, or more

specifically enzymatic activity, is decreased or stopped so as

to obtain a sample where metabolic flux is eliminated. This is

typically performed by increasing or decreasing the temperature

of the sample and/or providing chemical inactivation of

enzymes, specifically alterations in the 3-D protein structure

by addition of organic solvents and/or heat. Quenching is

more technically demanding for tissues and cells compared to

biofluids because of the risk of cell membrane permeability

being increased resulting in leakage of metabolites from the

cell or tissue. The complexity of sample preparation is dependent

on the experimental strategy to be applied. Greater levels of

metabolite separation from matrix are observed for targeted

analysis (for example, solid phase extraction or liquid–liquid

extraction) compared to metabolic profiling where extractions

are optimised to detect as many metabolites as possible.

These processes of sample collection and preparation inhibit

metabolic flux and in most studies disrupt the spatial distribution

of metabolites in extraction processes. In metabolomics, data

will show a representative snapshot of the metabolome of a

sample. Temporal changes are typically investigated by multiple

sampling of the system though recent developments have

allowed in vivo temporal changes to be studied. Spatial

mapping can also be performed by the use of NMR in the

form of magnetic resonance imaging or spatial imaging with

mass spectrometry, both of which are discussed later in this

review.

Tissues, cells, urine and cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) are

collected and the temperature immediately reduced to

sub-zero temperatures and samples are stored at �80 1C.35

Blood requires an extra step of preparation to allow separation of

serum or plasma and these are performed at temperatures of

4 1C for up to 12 hours before freezing and storage. For blood

sera, blood is allowed to clot before centrifugation and storage

of the liquid phase (serum). For plasma, blood is collected into

tubes containing anti-coagulants (citrate, EDTA, heparin) to

stop clotting and the liquid plasma phase is collected.35 Even

with precautions of reduced temperatures there is still the

possibility, though significantly reduced, of enzymatic activity

in these blood samples. The collection of samples should be

performed with high-quality plastics and specific types of

collection tubes are not recommended, including gel-based

serum collection tubes. The validation of methods for sample

collection of human biofluids and tissues is essential as

samples are not collected in the confines of a well-regulated

academic laboratory but typically in clinics. Validated

standard operating procedures (SOP) are now available and

significant research has been performed to assess sources of

variability and fitness for purpose.66,85 Biological samples

acquired from mammals are complex and contain metabolites

as well as low and high concentration matrix components

(polymers including cell walls and proteins, inorganic salts,

lipids). Typically there is a process to separate matrix species

from the metabolites of interest while ensuring maximum

recovery of metabolites. This is an extraction step and the

process is dependent on sample type, experimental strategy

(targeted analysis or metabolic profiling) and analytical

instrument to be employed.

The most complex and experimentally difficult system to

extract is tissue. The release of intra-cellular metabolites into

the extraction solvent typically requires homogenisation and

mechanical or chemical lysation of cell walls to release the

metabolites.35,86 Other methods employ freeze clamping and it

should be emphasised that no single method for quenching

and extraction is applicable to all sample types and metabolites.

The ruggedness of tissue structure and ease of homogenisation

and lysation are dependent on the type of tissue, for example

muscle tissue is significantly more rugged than liver or kidney

tissue. Typically, greater than 30 mg of tissue is required. A

range of methods have been developed for extraction of tissues

and include tissue homogenisation and chemical or physical

methods for cell lysation.35,86 It should always be remembered

that tissues will contain blood and separation of blood and

tissue metabolomes is technically demanding. The best

approach for rapid tissue collection is to wash the tissue at a

reduced temperature before freezing.

Serum and plasma obtained from blood are one of the most

complex biofluids. They contain high concentrations of

proteins which are removed by deproteinisation during extraction

processes. The type of extraction performed is dependent on

the metabolites of interest and a number of studies have been

performed to investigate the most appropriate strategies.87,88

None of these studies have applied a multi-platform approach

though and this is still required. Extraction into an organic

solvent in excess (ethanol, methanol, acetonitrile or acetone) is

performed. Metabolites in serum and plasma are both freely

available in the liquid fraction and are bound to proteins. It is

assumed that extraction processes degrade metabolite–protein

complexes but limited research has been performed in
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metabolic profiling. Research elsewhere has applied proteolysis to

release bound metabolites. The lipid content of serum and

plasma can be significantly greater than many other metabolites

and can mask metabolite detection. Want et al. and

Wilson et al. have separately developed methods to remove

abundant lipids, specifically phospholipids.89,90

Urine acquired from healthy mammals has a very low

protein content and preparation steps are simple and normally

involve dilution and analysis.91 However, high concentrations

of urea are present (up to 2%) which are detrimental to

GC-MS instrumentation and data quality. Traditional urine

analysis applying GC-MS is performed after urease treatment

(for example diagnosis of inborn errors of metabolism) to

remove the high concentration of urea.51 However, one study

has shown the negative effect this process can have on the

concentration of other metabolites.92 CSF is protein and urea

free and limited sample preparation is also required for this

biofluid.

Sample throughput is dependent on the type of sample,

the experimental strategy applied and the availability of

automation. Sample preparation is composed of a limited

number of processes in metabolic profiling and many steps

(liquid handling and extraction) can be automated. Analytical

instrument throughput is typically tens or hundreds of samples

a day and automation of sample preparation allows a similar

throughput for samples in a controlled process which can

operate 24 hours a day and seven days a week if necessary.

(ix) Analytical instrumentation

A large range of analytical platforms have been applied in

metabolomic investigations. MS and NMR spectroscopy are

the two techniques applied most frequently in metabolic

profiling and will be discussed in more detail in this review.

However, many other techniques are applied and include

Fourier transform infrared and Raman spectroscopy93 and

chromatography with detectors other than mass spectrometry

or NMR spectroscopy (for example flame ionisation detectors).94

Although outside the scope of this review the multitude of

technologies available should always be considered as one

platform typically offers specific advantages dependent on

the application required. For example, electrochemical detection

provides a level of specificity in the detector to allow the study

of electrochemically active metabolites, particularly for redox

active metabolites.95 However, the choice of an appropriate

analytical strategy is difficult compared to traditional analytical

chemistry. Universal detection is essential in holistic methods.

The wide diversity of metabolites (physicochemical properties

and concentration) ensures that no one single analytical

platform is appropriate for all investigations.

The platforms of mass spectrometry and NMR spectro-

scopy provide the greatest frequencies of applications in

metabolomics today. The techniques and their applications

in metabolomics will now be discussed.

(x) Mass spectrometry

Early developments of mass spectrometry occurred more than

a century ago with the pioneering work of Thomson and

Aston, which has been reviewed recently.96 In the period since,

great advances have been observed and the instruments of

today provide many advantages in their application in

metabolomics.77,97,98 Although this review is not a tutorial a

concise introduction to the operation of mass spectrometers is

required. For more detailed descriptions a number of books

and reviews77,97,98 are available.

Mass spectrometers operate by the formation of positively

or negatively charged species (ions) from analytes of interest,

separation of ions according to their mass-to-charge ratio

(m/z) and detection of ions. Separation and detection is

performed under high vacuum pressures to reduce the number

of ion–ion or ion–molecule collisions which can influence the

mass resolution, mass accuracy and sensitivity of instruments.

Ion formation in ionisation (or ion) sources can be performed

at high vacuum pressures (for example, MALDI or electron

impact) or at atmospheric pressure (for example, electrospray

(ESI) and Atmospheric Pressure Chemical Ionisation (APCI)).

The m/z is the measured parameter in MS with the majority of

ionised metabolites being singularly charged because of their

low molecular weight which is capable of carrying single

charges only, compared to proteomics where analytes are of

high molecular weight and multiply-charged species are

detected. Mass spectrometers can scan the mass ranges of

interest, which for metabolomics is typically from 20 amu to

1500 amu. Scan times are typically rapid because of fast

electronics and allow multiple mass spectra to be acquired

every second, aiding both metabolite detection and structural

elucidation by MSn scans. The advances in electronics and

manufacturing precision have provided a suite of high-

specificity platforms for metabolomic investigations. Time-

of-flight, quadrupole, Fourier transform (FT) and hybrid

(Q-TOF, ion trap–Orbitrap, triple quadrupole) instruments

are applied in the majority of applications because of the

advantages they provide for a given application. The generic

advantages include high sensitivity (typical limits of detection

of low micromoles per litre), fast scan or acquisition rates

applicable for detection of narrow (less than 3 s) chromato-

graphic peaks, the ability to provide high mass resolutions and

mass accuracy and they allow chemical identification

of metabolites. Most instruments in metabolomics studies

provide one or more of these advantages.

A range of ion sources are employed though two are used

with the highest frequency. Electron impact ionisation is a

technique applied with gas chromatography where the column

eluant is introduced to the source operating under a vacuum.

An electron current emitted from a filament is accelerated

through the sample region. Quantum mechanical interactions

between electrons and gas molecules provide the ejection of an

electron as the most probable mechanism of ion formation,

though negatively charged ions from electron capture can also

be formed at a significantly lower rate than electron loss. The

ionisation process is applicable to all metabolites entering the

source. The energy of ions required for ionisation is typically

set at 70 eV and this imparts a high level of energy to the

ionised molecule. As the system is under vacuum and energy

cannot be lost through ion–molecule collisions the energy

is lost through covalent bond fission. This produces a

fragmentation pattern and a mass spectrum highly characteristic

of the molecule. This can be applied for chemical identification.
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The second commonly applied ionisation technique is

electrospray, used with liquid introduction systems including

liquid chromatography and capillary electrophoresis.

These operate at atmospheric pressure and allow the coupling

of liquid systems to mass spectrometry. During ionisation

from liquid samples evaporation of the solvent is required.

If this was performed under vacuum the vacuum pressure

would be quickly lost. The introduction of atmospheric

pressure ion sources allowed ion formation at atmospheric

pressure and subsequent extraction of ions only into

the vacuum region of the mass spectrometer. This was a

significant technological advance and allowed the routine

and robust interfacing of liquid chromatography platforms

with mass spectrometers. Molecules in the liquid phase are

charged by the non-covalent addition or loss of chemical

species (for example, H+, NH4
+, Na+ or K+). The liquid

flow is then nebulised into a droplet spray and continued

fission and solvent evaporation provides desolvated charged

ions which are accelerated from the atmospheric region to the

vacuum region of the mass spectrometer. Positive and negative

charged ions are formed depending on the electrical potentials

within the source and physicochemical properties of the

metabolite (for example, organic acids are thermodynamically

more probable to lose a proton than gain a proton and

so are typically detected in negative ion mode). Generally

samples are analysed twice, once in positive and then again in

negative ion mode. Other ion sources are applied less

frequently including chemical ionisation (GC-MS) and APCI

(LC-MS).

Mass spectrometry is typically applied to the analysis of

gaseous or liquid sample, though solid samples such as

tissues can be analysed either directly or after extraction

processes. Mass spectrometry offers a number of advantages

over other analytical techniques including sensitivity, chemical

identification capabilities and when combined with chromato-

graphy the ability to detect hundreds or thousands of

metabolites in a given sample. Mass spectrometry is the tool

of choice if a wide ranging metabolic profile or quantitative

analysis of a few metabolites is required. However, these

systems provide disadvantages also. The samples physically

interact with the instrument and this can cause changes

in response over short or medium periods of time. The

application of quality assurance through the periodic analysis

of QC samples is important in mass spectrometric

studies.11,68,79,80 Although, chemical identification is possible,

automated and high-throughput approaches for identification

in metabolic profiling studies are lacking at present

and identification of all detected features is currently not

possible.75–77 Although quantification is achievable, the

response factor for a metabolite is dependent on the sample

matrix which can change between samples creating

differences in measured responses for identical metabolite

concentrations. This is particularly true for ESI in LC-MS

and CE-MS. The inclusion of a chemical analogue of

the metabolites of interest (an internal standard, for example
13C-glucose for the quantification of glucose) is applied for

targeted analysis to compensate for these differences, though is

not applicable for metabolic profiling where the metabolites of

interest are not known a priori and the inclusion of hundreds

of internal standards is not experimentally or financially

achievable.

(xi) Direct infusion mass spectrometry

Mass spectrometry can be applied with or without chromato-

graphic or electrophoretic separation before detection. Direct

infusion (or injection) mass spectrometry (DIMS) is applied

with ESI-mass spectrometers where the sample is directly

introduced into the mass spectrometer and this can be

performed in an automated flow injection mode.99 A single

summed or averaged mass spectrum is acquired for each

sample as shown in Fig. 7. As metabolome samples are highly

complex an instrument with high mass resolution and hence

mass accuracy is required to ensure fit-for-purpose mass

separation of the majority of metabolites detected. Mass

resolution defines the mass peak width (for Full Width Height

Maximum (FWHM) calculations), higher mass resolutions

provide narrower peak widths and the ability to separately

detect metabolites of similar but not identical accurate mass.

Mass accuracy defines the error of the determined mass of a

metabolite with the theoretical mass. High mass resolution

and accuracy instruments provide the ability to separately

detect ions of similar accurate mass and allow accurate mass

determination for putative metabolite identification. Definitive

metabolite identification is limited as metabolites with the

same accurate mass but different chemical structures

(for example, stereoisomers such as glucose and fructose)

will be detected as a single m/z. These high-specification

instruments include TOF and FT instruments. DIMS provides

a high-throughput system where up to 60 samples per hour can

be analysed though with a reduced capacity for definitive

metabolite identification and an increased level of ionisation

suppression as the complete sample and matrix are ionised at

the same time and competition for charge is high. Ionisation

suppression is observed in ESI when multiple species

are competing for the available charge, common in complex

metabolome samples. The frequency of DIMS applications

is relatively low though. Recent advances have shown

improvements in both the mass accuracy and number of

metabolites detected. Southam and colleagues have presented

Single Ion Monitoring (SIM)-stitching experiments applying

multiple and adjacent SIM windows in a FT-MS instrument.100

Space-charging effects observed in trap-based instruments

can reduce the instrument sensitivity and mass accuracy

through interactions of different ‘packets’ of ions in an

orbital motion. To solve this problem a reduced ion current

was required and therefore smaller SIM mass windows

(30 amu in the published example) across the mass range

were acquired with lower total ion currents in each SIM

window followed by the stitching together of all data

to produce a single mass spectrum for each sample. This

provided an improved mass accuracy and increased number

of detected features, a number similar to that detected using

LC-MS. This strategy can be employed for profiling of

metabolomes with short analysis times (5.6 minutes per

sample in the quoted example, quicker than typical LC-MS

analysis times). The authors (WD, DB, RG) have applied

this to the characterisation of metabolomes using UPLC-MS
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and requiring 2–3 days of instrument time per sample

(unpublished data).

(xii) Gas chromatography–mass spectrometry

Chromatographic separation can be divided into three classes;

gas chromatography, liquid chromatography and capillary

electrophoresis. Gas chromatography is the oldest hyphenated

technique being applied for 50 years in combination with MS.

GC provides high chromatographic resolving power with

peak widths typically of less than 3 seconds. Separations

are today performed with capillary columns onto which a

stationary phase is coated on the inner surface and through

which a carrier gas flows at 1–2 mL min�1. This flow rate

allows direct introduction of the complete eluant into an

electron impact ion source. Chromatographic separation of

complex samples are optimised generally with different

stationary phases and the ramping of the oven temperature

from low to high temperatures, though other factors including

stationary phase thickness, column i.d. and carrier gas flow

rate are also varied. Metabolomic samples are complex and

‘dirty’. In GC-MS the non-volatile components of the

sample are introduced into the heated injection inlet and

may pass to the start of a GC column but rarely are introduced

into the source. This allows robustness in instrument

operation where columns can be applied for many months

with routine maintenance involving removal of small sections

of the inlet end of the column and replacement of the GC

injection liner. The frequency of replacement of the injection

liner is defined by the researcher and automated replacement

after every 1–10th injection is achievable. A guard column

can also be applied to inhibit sample components passing on

to the analytical column. A column can be employed for

hundreds or thousands of injections, much higher than

for LC-MS where columns are typically changed every

100–300 injections.

GC-MS is applied to the analysis of metabolites of low

boiling points to enable vaporisation and travel through a

column at temperatures less than 350 1C. The majority of

endogenous metabolites do not have sufficient volatility.

Chemical derivatisation is typically applied to increase the

range of metabolites detectable by GC-MS. Here oximation

followed by trimethylsilylation (TMS) to remove intra- and

inter-molecular hydrogen bonding is the most common due

to its holistic applicability for metabolites of different

functionality (CO2H, NH2, OH, SH).54,101 A typical m/z 73

single ion chromatogram of serum is shown in Fig. 8.

Other methods have been applied and provide higher

levels of specificity or faster completion times including

chloroformate derivatives.102 Oximation and TMS reaction

times range from 15 min to overnight, chloroformate

reactions are less than 2 min. The stability of derivatisated

metabolites is also different; the presence of water in

TMS derivatives is detrimental as it produces hydrolysis of

TMS ester. This is not the case for chloroformate derivatives.

The derivatisation process can be automated and placed

in-line with derivatisation completion just before injection

to ensure that sample stability is not compromised.

Typically, 10–100 injections per day can be performed.101

However, results have shown that increased numbers of

metabolites are detected when longer analysis times are

employed.65,103

Fig. 7 A typical mass spectrum acquired from Direct Infusion Mass Spectrometry of human serum.
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(xiii) Comprehensive GC � GC-MS

More recently a technique with greater chromatographic

resolving power than conventional GC has been introduced

and applied with some success in metabolomics.104–106 So

called ‘Comprehensive’ GC � GC-ToF-MS employs two

chromatographic columns of differing column chemistry to

provide separations in two dimensions. The first column is a

30–60 m column and the second column is a shorter (typically

1–3 m) column of different stationary phase chemistry with a

modulator located between the columns to focus the column

eluant from column 1 and introduce this as a focussed plug on

to column 2. Retention times are typically minutes and

seconds for columns 1 and 2, respectively. Sample focussing

and transfer from column 1 to 2 are typically temperature

based (cold nitrogen jets for focussing and hot nitrogen jets for

release) though pressure based systems are also available.

Comprehensive GC � GC-MS can provide increased

sensitivity caused by the focussing effect and narrower peak

widths associated with the system, providing the detection of

lower concentration metabolites not detected by conventional

GC-MS. However, initial problems with the systems have been

observed particularly with the accuracy and reproducibility of

raw data processing. The use of second columns with narrow

internal diameters and thin stationary phase thickness is

improving the chromatography and therefore accuracy of data

processing,105 further steps are still necessary to provide

fully-automated operation.

(xiv) Liquid chromatography–mass spectrometry

The routine application of LC-MS is a more recent

observation, particularly after the commercial introduction

of atmospheric pressure ionisation sources in the 1990s. Before

ESI, there were other less reproducible or robust techniques of

sample introduction and ionisation. However, the application

of LC-MS has increased during the previous ten years.107

Liquid chromatography provides separations as a result of

metabolite equilibration between a liquid mobile phase and a

solid (or liquid) stationary phase. A mobile phase traverses a

LC column (at flow rates of 0.1–2.0 mL min�1) packed with

particles on which stationary phase is present. In traditional

LC, chromatographic resolving power and peak widths are

dependent on the column dimensions (i.d. and length),

stationary phase, mobile phase flow rate and temperature.

Peak widths are typically wider than for GC, and LC is not

thought of as providing high chromatographic resolution.

However, in 2004 a new instrument for LC was introduced

by Waters and subsequently by other companies. Waters

termed this Ultra Performance Liquid Chromatography

(UPLC) and employed the capabilities of narrow peak widths

provided by higher flow rates, increased pressures and smaller

diameter column packings.108,109 For the first time sub-2 mm
stationary phase particles were applied and this was only

possible because of advances in instrument and column

chemistry design which allowed the 3-fold increase in pressure

to be maintained without detriment to instrument or column

performance and lifetime. UPLC can provide chromato-

graphic resolution equivalent to GC and also provides

a higher sensitivity than conventional LC. Wilson and

colleagues have reviewed the impact this technological

advance has provided in metabolomics.110 A typical base peak

ion (BPI) chromatogram is shown in Fig. 9. UPLC-MS can

provide the detection of thousands of features in a given

sample and different column chemistries can be applied, the

most commonly applied are reversed-phase C8 or C18 bonded

stationary phases. These reversed phase separations employ a

solvent system which starts with a high water content and a

gradient elution increases the organic solvent (methanol or

acetonitrile) to provide chromatographic separation.68,111,112

This is ideal for relatively non-polar metabolites, including

lipids, though is not applicable for polar metabolites including

sugars and some amino acids. Here, Hydrophilic Interaction

Chromatography (HILIC) is starting to be investigated where

separations are performed with a hydrated silica column

and with gradient elutions running from high organic to

high aqueous.113,114 This allows separation of more polar

compounds compared to non-polar lipids which are poorly

retained. Serum and plasma are deproteinised in methanol or

acetonitrile solvents and therefore lyophilisation followed by

reconstitution in water is not required as is observed for

Fig. 8 A typical m/z 73 single ion chromatogram of urine acquired

using GC-MS.

Fig. 9 A typical base peak ion (BPI) chromatogram of plasma

acquired using UPLC-MS.
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reversed phase systems. Combinations of both types of

separations are feasible.115 Generally, no derivatisation is

performed in LC-MS metabolic profiling but this can be

applied for more targeted analyses or to increase selectivity

or sensitivity.116 UPLC provides rapid analysis times if

required and optimised appropriately though as for GC, the

number of metabolites can be shown to increase as analysis

time increases.68

(xv) Capillary electrophoresis–mass spectrometry

Capillary electrophoresis (CE) is the third platform applied

for metabolite separation before MS detection in

metabolomics.117–119 Here, electrically charged species (LC

and GC apply neutral charged species) are separated in an

electrically conductive liquid phase under an externally

applied electrical field and resulting in electro-osmotic flow.

The electrophoretic migration velocity is dependent on the

electrical field strength, the ionic charge and the metabolite

cross-sectional diameter. Columns are normally narrow i.d.

capillary columns, typically silica. CE provides separation

efficiency equivalent to or better than UPLC and GC-MS

and smaller sample volumes are required, as are volumes of

organic solvents or high-purity gases. CE-MS is less frequently

applied than GC-MS and LC-MS, with specific centres of

excellence observed in Japan and the Americas. Typically,

samples are analysed in duplicate or triplicate in different

modes for the analysis of cationic and anionic polar metabolites

separately. The analysis of non-polar metabolites is technically

limiting. The technique was initially introduced in 2003

and due to technical challenges limited applications are still

observed.

(xvi) Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy

NMR has become an invaluable tool for chemists and

structural biologists, and for more than 20 years has also been

used extensively in metabolic profiling research. The ubiquity

of protons in cellular metabolites and the fact that other nuclei

are observable by NMR spectroscopy (e.g. 31P and 13C) mean

that a relatively large number of different metabolites can be

detected simultaneously. NMR spectroscopy benefits from

being quantitative, highly reproducible and, unlike other

profiling modalities, non-selective; that is to say, the sensitivity

of this technique is independent of the hydrophobicity or the

pKa of the compounds being analysed. Furthermore, the

resonances present in an NMR spectrum provide large

amounts of structural information, and enable the identification

of individual constituents within a sample through the

interpretation of, amongst other features, chemical shifts and

coupling constants. However, because of the small energy

differences between ground and excited energy levels relative

to thermal energy, and hence small population differences,

the technique does suffer from relatively low sensitivity,

particularly when compared with mass spectrometry. In this

respect there is a drive to ever higher magnetic fields to

improve the sensitivity of the experiment.

The majority of metabolomic samples analysed by NMR

spectroscopy are in solution state, although it is possible to

analyse intact tissue samples using high resolution magic angle

spinning (MAS) NMR.120,121 Samples typically are either

biofluids, such as urine or plasma, or metabolites extracted

from tissue samples and subsequently re-dissolved in solvent.

NMR is a non-destructive technique thereby allowing several

analyses to be conducted on the same sample. In contrast to

MS-based methods, sample preparation for NMR-based

metabolomic experiments is relatively minimal. A small

amount of deuterated solvent such as D2O or chloroform

(CDCl3) is added in order to provide a frequency lock signal

which is used to control for drifting of the magnetic field. A

chemical shift reference compound such as TSP may also be

added. Additionally, depending upon the type of sample, it

may be necessary to buffer the pH using a phosphate based

buffer; a number of metabolites such as citrate and histidine

show significant pH dependent chemical shift variation. All

ionisable metabolites can show some pH-dependent chemical

shift. The addition of a pH buffer minimises this effect,

although there may still be some differences between samples

which have to be considered during data interpretation.122 In

general, 3 mm or 5 mm NMR tubes are used for analyses, and

require approximately 200 and 600 microlitres of sample,

respectively. Such volumes completely fill the observe volume

of the coil, thus maximising sensitivity and allowing an easier

shim (the process whereby the magnetic field is made more

homogeneous to ensure narrow line widths in the subsequently

acquired NMR spectra). Alternatively, samples can be

analysed via flow injection NMR to increase the rate of sample

throughout.123 This technique involves the sequential direct

loading of samples into the magnet from a 96-well plate. Post

acquisition, the sample is directly transferred out of the

magnet to be retained or disposed of, and the transfer capillary

is washed to avoid sample contamination or spill-over.

The majority of NMR-based metabolomic studies use a simple

one-dimensional solvent suppressed 1H NMR pulse sequence to

acquire the data. The 1DNOESYPR1D is particularly popular as

it provides good solvent suppression while maintaining a flat

baseline. Signal attenuation is an important consideration when

comparing NMR data, as it is essential that the same technique

of water suppression is applied in all experiments to prevent

attenuation differences of off-resonant peaks being mistakenly

interpreted as biological variation. A 1HNMR spectrum of a liver

tissue extract is shown in Fig. 10.

Another consideration when acquiring metabolomic data is

that many biological samples, particularly biofluids such as

plasma which may not have been pre-treated or extracted,

often contain large molecular weight molecules such as

phospholipids, triglycerides and lipoproteins which give rise

to broad signals in the resultant spectra. These may obscure

the narrow resonances arising from lower molecular weight

molecules such as sugars and amino acids, yet these smaller

molecules are often of greater biological interest. To facilitate

the observation of narrower resonances, the 1D-1H Carr–

Purcell–Meiboom–Gill (CPMG) pulse sequence can be

applied. This produces T2 spectral editing, thus attenuating

the contribution that large, motionally restrained metabolites

such as lipids make to the resultant spectrum. Similarly

diffusion ordered spectroscopy (DOSY) has been used

to attenuate small molecules, and selectively examine large

molecules.124–126
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Undoubtedly, the largest disadvantage of NMR spectro-

scopy relative to other analytical modalities is its inherent

insensitivity. Therefore, NMR spectroscopy can only reliably

detect and quantify metabolites present in relatively high

concentrations. Using a simple one-dimensional pulse sequence

typically 20–40 metabolites can be detected in tissue

extracts,125,127 30–100 metabolites in urine,122,128 and

20–30 metabolites in blood plasma or serum.84,129 2D-NMR

has recently shown improvements in the number of metabo-

lites detected and identified through the use of cryoprobes and

larger field strengths. Despite this 1H-NMR spectroscopy has

proved to be highly discriminatory in the classification of

certain phenotypes, toxicological insults and disease processes.

For example, Raamsdonk and colleagues used metabolomics

as part of a preliminary study of functional genomics in

Saccharomyces cerevisiae. The aim of the work was to use

genes of known function to elucidate the role of unstudied

genes in an approach they termed functional analysis of

co-responses in yeast (FANCY)43 which could be expanded

to the entire genome of yeast. This approach allowed the

co-clustering of genes of a similar function (e.g., glycolytic,

oxidative phosphorylation) demonstrating that genes of

unknown function could be examined by this approach. Since

then, similar NMR based profiling methods have been applied

to elucidate key regulatory points on metabolic pathways,130

and to metabolically profile cell culture media as part of

metabolic footprinting.131

The insensitivity of NMR and its ability to classify

phenotypes and/or disease processes may seem somewhat

contradictory. However the success of this technique appears

to be attributable to the high concentration metabolites

it detects. Many of these metabolites, such as ATP and

glutamate, are found in several metabolic pathways, and in

terms of the metabolic network of the cell, these metabolites

represent points which can be perturbed by a number of

stimulations. However, restricting the coverage of the

metabolome to such a small number of metabolites may

hinder the isolation of metabolites as unique biomarkers for

disease processes and confound the deduction of which

pathways are perturbed during a given modification. It is also

possible that the effects measured are non-specific to the

disease being studied (biases or confounders). This problem

has been highlighted by a number of studies, for instance

Connor et al. observed that a number of metabolic alterations

previously described as biomarkers of liver and kidney toxicity

were actually effects of food restriction in sick animals post-

toxic insult.128 In another example conducted at Papworth

Hospital (Cambridgeshire, UK) the potential of an NMR

based metabolomic approach in the prediction of various

stages of occlusion of coronary arteries was demonstrated.132

Blood samples from patients with severe atherosclerotic

disease could be differentiated from blood samples taken from

patients with normal coronary arteries, as determined by

angiography, using 1H NMR spectroscopy with greater than

90% specificity. The difference between the sample groups

could be attributed largely to subtle changes in lipoprotein

composition. However, Kirschenlohr and colleagues have

since identified a number of confounders for a diagnosis based

primarily on lipid composition, in particular gender and statin

treatment (a common therapy for coronary artery disease)

which may have biased the results of the original study.84

When data were re-modelled, confining them to only one

gender and treatment, the predictive power of the generated

models to predict coronary artery disease was reduced by

approximately 30% depending on the patient population

being compared (i.e., gender, statin treatment, severity of

disease).

In an attempt to overcome some of these issues associated

with sensitivity in NMR based metabolomics, a number of

strategies are being developed to increase the sensitivity of

NMR. For instance, cryoprobes have proved to be particularly

useful in improving signal to noise for 13C NMR based

metabolomics. Cryoprobes have the electronic circuitry of

the probe and amplifier chilled to reduce electronic noise133,134

and can provide improvements of the order of 4-fold for 13C

NMR spectroscopy. Another physical method to improve

sensitivity is to move to smaller coils, which not only require

less material, but are also intrinsically more sensitive.135,136

Furthermore hyphenated approaches such as liquid chromato-

graphy can selectively concentrate metabolites during the

chromatographic run and be analyzed either in real-time or

using stop-flow techniques.137,138 Finally, one recent area of

much interest is the possibility to use hyperpolarised substrates

to selectively enhance the resonances of key metabolites. In

this approach magnetisation is transferred from a free radical

to the substrate of interest (often 13C labelled metabolites) in a

Fig. 10 A 1D 1H NMR spectrum of extracts of liver tissue across an ageing time course from 3 months (3 m) to 11 months (11 m).
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solid, usually in the form of freezing the sample using liquid

nitrogen within a magnetic field, and irradiating the sample with

microwaves to transfer polarisation to the free electron in the free

radical. Magnetisation is then built up on the labelled substrate by

the nuclear Overhauser effect. The sample is then defrosted

rapidly and injected into the biological system. This has been

used to follow metabolism in real time in tumours, the heart and

the brain.139–141 However, because there is a time delay between

creating the magnetisation and delivering the sample to the region

of interest, most studies have focussed on resonances with long T1

relaxation times. This has prohibited the use of many metabolites.

While this is a major current limitation, this is also an area of

active research and so may be circumvented in the future and

provide a revolution in spectroscopy in vivo.

In addition to limitations associated with detection limits
1H NMR spectroscopy also suffers from a large number of

co-resonances, whereby different metabolites are found to

have resonances in the same region of the NMR spectrum.

This can be solved to a degree by the use of two-dimensional

NMR techniques123 or the use of nuclei with more dispersion,

such as 13C.129

(xvii) Processing of raw analytical data

Data acquired on analytical instrumentation are complex and

can be exported in multiple different computer-readable

formats depending on the type of instrument and the

instrument manufacturer’s preferences. These data are defined

as raw data and only occasionally are these data passed

forward for data analysis. Commonly, raw data are converted

and exported in a specific format before a pre-processing step

is performed. These processes are performed with two

objectives. The first is to reduce the file size through a

reduction of data complexity and provide data in a format

suitable for import into a range of software packages. Raw

data files for MS can be large (10–1000 MB), while those for

most one-dimensional NMR experiments are more modest

(B200 KB per spectrum). A second reason for a pre-processing

step is to provide alignment of data to ensure that metabolites

or features are identified as the same metabolite or feature for

all samples analysed. Inaccuracies in this process will provide

multiple reports of a single feature (e.g., a metabolite feature

could be reported as metabolite 10 in one sample and

metabolite 15 in a second sample). This is highly detrimental

to subsequent data analysis processes. ‘Drift’ in the parameters

applied to identify specific features or metabolites is

commonly observed for mass spectrometry (retention time,

migration time, accurate mass, response) and NMR spectro-

scopy (chemical shift associated with changes in pH or

osmolarity). Raw data processing typically converts continuous

data to segmented data. For example in chromatography–

mass spectrometry the continuous 3D data (retention time vs.

response vs. mass) is converted to a 2D matrix of chromato-

graphic peak vs. peak area.

The processing of NMR spectra originally involved an

approach referred to as ‘bucketing’ which is a simple

automated manner of integration of the spectra into buckets

of for example B0.04 ppm which also reduces the impact of

small changes in chemical shift.122 One problem with this

approach is that the integral regions increase the number

of co-resonant peaks in the spectrum, confounding the

discrimination power of key metabolic changes. To circumvent

this software packages have been produced that allow peak

fitting of standard spectra.142 Some researchers have decided

to live with the effects of chemical shift variations and use the

total NMR spectrum, benefiting from recent improvements in

computational power.143 Finally, others have approached the

problem by making use of the mathematical structure of the

free induction decay acquired during the NMR spectrum to

allow automatic peak picking.144 Finally, it should be noted

that while the vast majority of spectra involve 1D techniques,

with improvements in probe sensitivity and the movement to

higher field strengths some have opted to use multidimensional

NMR spectra, thereby reducing the effects of co-resonances

and also aiding chemical assignment.127,145

In mass spectrometry-based metabolomics, files are typically

converted from the proprietary instrument manufacturer raw

data format to a text-based file format known as NetCDF

(network common data format).146 This is a common format

which is compatible with many other software packages and is

available as an open source program. However, this format is

not defined as a standard format in MS. Three other open

source, XML-based data formats are available: mzXML,147

mzData148 and a third format mzML which is a fusion of the

other two formats.148 XML (eXtensible Markup Language) is

a methodology where rules for encoding electronic documents

to be applied in systems biology and from many different

sources are defined.149 This allows the fusion of data

from multiple sources including genomics, proteomics and

computational models to be applied in systems biology.

These formats for MS data have been developed within the

proteomics and systems biology communities though are

infrequently applied in metabolomics, for two reasons. These

formats are not currently supported by many of the available

software programs applied for the conversion of raw instru-

mental data and for pre-processing of metabolomics data. The

second reason is the lack of knowledge by the users in the

availability of different formats and therefore the ability to

convert from the traditional formats (including netCDF) to

new standardised formats. However, assistance is also

required from the systems biology community to ensure that

these formats are appropriate for metabolomics data. The

same problems are observed with NMR data also. Here while

there is an agreed cross-platform data format of JCAMP, the

majority of users prefer to use the vendors own format,

although there are a number of software packages which can

readily convert between formats.

Data pre-processing is performed using files encoded in a

common format. Data are commonly binned in DIMS

applications to provide alignment for small levels of mass

drift observed. Binning of data is provided where the responses

for all ions within a defined mass range (‘bin’) are summed and

reported as a single response. The mass bin width is dependent

on the mass resolution of the instrument used, 1 or 0.1 amu

mass windows are commonly applied.100,150–152 Data analysis

is performed and mass bins of statistical significance can be

interrogated to define the specific accurate masses which drive

the observed statistical significance. However, alignment of
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DIMS data can also be performed without the requirement for

binning.153

For chromatography-MS and CE-MS, alignment of the

retention time or migration time is required and a collection

of software packages are now available to convert the raw data

(a 3D matrix of time vs. mass vs. intensity) to a matrix of

chromatographic peaks (with associated retention time and

accurate mass and/or fragmentation mass spectrum) and peak

area or height. This process is sometimes referred to as

‘deconvolution’ and provides alignment of retention time

and accurate mass. Software packages applied include those

available as open-source (XCMS, Metalign, MZmine,

MathDAMP154–157) and others which are instrument

company specific (e.g., SIEVE supplied by ThermoFisher

Scientific and MarkerLynx supplied by Waters). The software

listed is a range but the list is not exhaustive and new or revised

programs are becoming available. A review of data pre-

processing of LC-MS data has been published.158

Pre-processing of chromatographic data can be inaccurate,

caused by the complexity of the data and sub-optimal

chromatographic separation when compared to traditional

Analytical Chemistry where samples are less complex and

variations in peak shapes are not observed. A reduction in

the complexity of the chromatogram provided through longer

analysis times or more dilute samples can provide improvements

in accuracy with a loss of the number of metabolites

detected.65,103 Metabolomics is often referred to as a high-

throughput strategy. However, there is a compromise between

accuracy, metabolome coverage and throughput which should

always be considered. Improvements in the accuracy of data

pre-processing would undoubtedly increase throughput.

One of the main problems is that peaks detected by the

instrumental platform are not reported by the pre-processing

software and provide a data matrix for analysis with inter-

mittent missing values. Some software packages return to the

data to integrate retention time windows where a missing value

is observed.156

(xviii) Data analysis

The fundamental goal of any metabolomics experiment is to

convert raw data into biological knowledge. At a most basic

level this will be the knowledge that there is a significant

change in the metabolome which directly reflects a change in

an experimental condition or observed exposure. However, in

a mammalian study the goal is more likely to uncover a

phenotypic signature of disease etiology and pathophysiology,

to pinpoint diagnostic biomarkers of disease or to determine

biomarkers of drug efficacy/toxicity.

The type of question that one wants to answer generally drives

the selection of analytical workflow. Fig. 11 shows a simplified

view of a metabolomics workflow from the perspective of data

analysis. The Study Design, as discussed previously, involves

collecting all possible clinical information such as gender, age,

physiological traits, disease status, drug use, and so on (so called

clinical metadata) so that this can be used to statistically assess the

study for bias and confounding factors. Similarly, the Design of

Experiment will produce a database of experimental metadata

such as a time-stamp for sample preparation and sample

injection, the analytical batch number, and any other such data

that seem relevant. These data are used statistically to assess

sources of experimental bias.

Once Raw Instrument Data are obtained, they need to be

converted into a matrix size of N �M where M is the number

of metabolites (or metabolite features) and N is the number of

biological (and technical replicate if appropriate) samples.

Fig. 11 The workflow for data analysis in a holistic metabolomics experiment.
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This process, known as pre-processing or peak-deconvolution, is

discussed in the previous section. The resulting data are now

considered ‘clean’ and in a form suitable for statistical analysis.

Before statistical analysis is performed it is often essential to

pre-treat the data such that data are normalized, scaled, or

transformed;159 missing values are imputed;160 and outliers

detected and removed.161 It may also be advantageous to

subject the raw data matrix to some sort of data reduction,

or clustering, algorithm.162–165 These algorithms, often called

unsupervised learning methods, project the ‘raw’ extremely

high-dimensional data (M) onto a lower dimensional basis

function (P), such that the maximal amount of experimental

information is conserved. Thus the low dimension projection

describes the generalised, or latent, structure of the experi-

mental data. For example, using Principal Components

Analysis (PCA)166 data can be projected onto a number

(P { M) of Principal Components each describing, by descend-

ing degree, the directions of maximal multivariate variance in the

data. Usually all the major causes of variance can be described in

the first few principal components. The process of data-reduction

(or dimensionality reduction) can either be used as a means of

visualising the global change in the metabolome (e.g., in the form

of a PCA scores plot) or as a pre-treatment step for hypothesis-

based multivariate statistical/classification models, known as

supervised learning methods.162,165,167–170

Another common form of pre-treatment is signal correction.

Signal correction is performed to try and reduce the effects of

either known or unknown bias in the data set. As discussed

earlier, if QC samples have been periodically analysed

throughout a run, then the effect of instrument drift can be

effectively subtracted from the data set. If the causes of bias

are not known then a multivariate technique referred to as

Orthogonal Signal Correction (OSC) can be implemented.171

There are several flavours of OSC,172–177 but in principle they

are similar. As with the unsupervised learning methods the aim

here is to project the multivariate data onto a basis function of

lower dimensionality. However, the basis function is not

optimised by maximising all experimental variance but by

maximising any variance which is orthogonal to the direction

of maximum discrimination based on the treatment class. The

projection of this basis function is then reverse-engineered and

subtracted from the original data set. In more simple terms the

algorithms remove (or correct for) any latent multivariate

effects in the data that are completely uncorrelated with the

treatment. OSC methods are very powerful and it is easy to

‘over-train’ the model such that the final data set no longer

accurately represents the underlying measured biology, resulting

in inaccurate experimental conclusions.178

The Statistical Analysis performed in a metabolomic work-

flow usually takes the form of hypothesis generation. Starting

with a base-hypothesis (for example, ‘‘Is there a difference in

the metabolome between exposed and non-exposed subjects?’’)

the statistical analysis goes on to suggest possible metabolite

features that provisionally prove that hypothesis to be correct.

These hypotheses should then be validated using classical

biochemistry or targeted analyses. Using univariate statistical

tests such as Student’s t-test, ANOVA and non-parametric

Kruskal–Wallis, isolated metabolite markers can be investigated

in turn. See below for a discussion of Receiver–Operator

Characteristic (ROC). Alternatively patterns of correlated

biomarkers can be investigated using supervised multivariate

statistical methods, where knowledge about class membership

is used to help find discriminatory groups of metabolites that

are significant in combination (biomarker signature), when

they may not be significant individually. This is of particular

interest in diseases which are considered to have a multi-

factorial aetiology, or if the power of the study is insufficient

for single biomarker discovery, such that the combination of

metabolites in a given metabolic pathway is significant when

combined. By far the most popular multi-purpose supervised

algorithm in the metabolomics community is PLS-DA (Partial

Least Squares Discriminant Analysis).179–181 However note

that ‘‘A necessary condition for PLS-DA to work reliably is that

each class is tight and occupies a small and separate volume in

X-space. Moreover, when some of the classes are not

homogeneous and spread significantly in X-space, the discriminant

analysis does not work’’.181 In clinical, and especially

epidemiological, data the boundaries between treatment

groups are often overlapping, or ‘fuzzy’. Also the phenotype

of the condition under study may only be evident in a very

small percentage of the measured metabolome. These factors

often make PLS models of the whole metabolome ineffectual.

Fortunately, there are many other algorithms whose effectiveness

is dependent on the choice of workflow (e.g. Canonical Variate

Analysis (CVA);168 Artificial Neural Networks;170 Rule

Induction;182 Inductive Logic Programming;183 Random

Forests;184,185 Evolutionary Computation;186–189 Radial Basis

Function Networks190 which allow disjoint relationships to be

revealed which may be useful in understanding multi-factorial

processes). Several specific reviews on this subject are

available.3,7,64,191–194 Alternatively variable selection strategies

may be combined with existing modelling methods, to search

for the regions of the metabolome which most accurately

model the phenotype in question.195,196 For example,

Broadhurst et al.197 combined an evolutionary computation

based search algorithm (Genetic Algorithm) together with a

PLS regression model, to form a GA-PLS ‘data-mining’ tool;

alternatively this GA ‘wrapper’ can be used prior to CVA.198

In addition, for identifying the stage of disease (e.g., Gleason

staging for prostate cancer) one may seek to correlate

metabolites with the quantitative progress (stage) of disease.

This can be performed by univariate correlation analysis such

as Pearson’s product moment correlation, or in a multivariate

manner using PLS regression.169 As with all supervised

modelling methods these algorithms are very powerful and

can easily find random associations, unless very rigorous

model validation is performed.78,194,199,200

(xix) Data visualization

Data visualization is an important issue in metabolomics

experiments due to the vast quantities of data collected and

the complexity of the modelling methodologies. As described

above multivariate projection methods can be used to visualise

any general structure in the data. However, directly interpreting

the scores plots and the associated loadings plots can be

difficult. Equally, graphically comparing multiple univariate

results can be challenging. A full discussion of this subject is
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beyond the scope of this paper but is reviewed here.67 One

particularly useful visualization method which thoroughly

illustrates the biomarker utility of either a single metabolite

or multivariate predictive model is the Receiver–Operator

Characteristic, or ROC, curve.201,202 ROC curves are limited

to two-state experimental designs (e.g., case–control), and are

constructed by plotting the sensitivity versus 1-specificity of a

hypothetical decision boundary moving across the total range

of the predictive score. This plot will necessarily include the

points (0,0) and (1,1). If the area under the ROC curve (the

AuROC) is 0.5 (the lower limit) the variable is distributed

similarly between cases and controls, such that any diagnostic

test based on it is valueless for discrimination. If the area

under the ROC curve is 1, there is complete separation of the

two populations and therefore samples can be classified with

100% sensitivity (no false negatives) and 100% specificity (no

false positives). Fig. 12 shows a comparison of 5 potential

metabolite biomarkers with a known ‘gold standard’ using

ROC curves. In this example the metabolite pseudouridine has

an AuROC of 0.96 and is therefore considered to be an

effective biomarker of heart failure.203 Multiple ROC curves

on a single axis can soon become extremely cluttered, as an

alternative, when comparing multiple univariate biomarkers,

or multiple model predictions, a plot of p-value versus AuROC

can be constructed. In such a plot (Fig. 13) the more effective

biomarkers approach the top left hand corner of the plot

(i.e., low p-value and high AuROC).

Fig. 12 An example of receiver–operator characteristic (ROC) plots

for five metabolite peaks including pseudouridine and 2-oxoglutarate

and the current gold standard of N-BNP. If the area under the ROC

curve is 0.5 (the lower limit) the variable is distributed similarly

between cases and controls, such that any diagnostic test based on it

is valueless for discrimination. If the area under the ROC curve

(the AuROC) is 1, there is complete separation of the two populations

and therefore samples can be classified with 100% sensitivity

(no false negatives) and 100% specificity (no false positives). Kindly

reprinted from a study related to heart failure203 with permission from

Springer.

Fig. 13 An example of plots describing the relationship between area under ROC curve and p-values for various metabolites. These

plots are applicable when comparing univariate biomarkers or multiple model predictions. The more effective biomarkers approach the top left

hand corner of the plot (i.e., low p-value and high AuROC). Kindly reprinted from a study related to heart failure203 with permission from

Springer.
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(xx) Model validation and multiple testing

The types of multivariate modelling methods used in

metabolomics (and indeed in other ‘omics studies) are known

as data driven55,204–206 rather than knowledge driven

(physically-based modelling). That is, no assumptions about

underlying causality, or structure, in the metabolomic data are

assumed. In such methods, often known as machine learning

methods, both model parameters, model structure, and

included variables are estimated. This massive amount of

flexibility makes these machine learning algorithms incredibly

powerful. With great power comes great responsibility;207 as

pointed out by Efron and Tibshirani ‘‘Left to our own devices

. . .we are all too good at picking out non-existent patterns that

happen to suit our purposes’’.208

There are many publications, across all the biological

sciences, pointing out the potential folly of using profiling

techniques such as metabolomics, proteomics, transcriptomics,

and genomics in order to discover clinically significant

biomarkers.78,209–212 This criticism focuses mainly on the idea

that these methods are just ‘fishing expeditions’ and you are

just as likely to discover biomarkers that are randomly

correlated to the effect of interest, due to the massively parallel

significance testing that is performed. For example, if a

hypothesis is tested using a univariate significance test and a

calculated p-value of 0.05 is produced, this means that there is

a one in twenty chance that the biomarker is really a false

positive (false discovery). This is fine if there is only one test.

However, if you perform 1000 tests you would expect to see

50 false positives—i.e. 50 random findings. So the more tests

you do the more chance there is of finding a biomarker which

is not biologically positive or relevant. The difficulty is

checking whether the biomarker is valid, or not. P-Values

can be corrected for multiple testing (Bonferonni correction;

Benjamini and Hochberg; False Discovery Rate); however, the

validity of these methods in ‘omic type studies has been

questioned.213,214

When one uses multivariate statistics the multiple testing

effects are amplified, as the significance of combinations of

metabolites is being investigated. The more metabolites

measured the more combinations possible. The combinatorial

effects are further amplified by machine learning methods, as a

number of model structures will be tested in parallel. The

answer to this question of scientific robustness which has been

adopted by the machine learning community is to use a subset

of the complete data—the hold-out set—that is not used in the

generation of the model in any way at all.215 The set used in

producing the model is called the training set. Models built

using the training data can then be independently validated

using the hold-out set. The obvious difficulty in this design is

making sure that the hold-out set is suitably representative of

the training set, both in terms of clinical/experimental

metadata and in terms of the metabolite profiles themselves.

This is not a simple task. An alternative method of independent

model validation is to use permutation testing. Here a

reference distribution of model effectiveness (Q2 or Area under

ROC curve) is obtained by training the chosen model

type/structure to multiple random rearrangements of the

labels on the observed data points. The ‘true’ model score

can then be compared to this distribution of all possible

models. For a more comprehensive discussion see Westerhuis

et al.200 and Bijlsma et al.194

The most clinically robust method of validating biomarkers

(or biomarker patterns) is to repeat the experiment with an

independent sample set.74,216 If the same biomarkers appear in

a completely independent study then they are much more

likely to be true. Counter intuitively, the strength of validity

increases for patterns of metabolites. Without going into the

probability theory, it is easy to appreciate that if a combination of

5 metabolites {p,q,r,s,t} out of 1000 measured metabolites

reflects a given disease phenotype for experiment 1 and the

same 5 metabolite ‘rule’ is also effective in experiment 2 then

the probability of these two consecutive findings being random

is minuscule, much like the same winning lottery ticket being

picked two weeks in a row.

A comprehensive discussion of strategies for avoiding false

discoveries and good model validation practice are beyond the

scope of this paper. The authors suggest the following

reviews.78,200

Following the development of rules or models which

are predictive of disease or drug toxicity/efficacy further

knowledge concerning the pathophysiological processes may

be essential. Here structures in the combination of metabolites

defined as ‘biologically interesting’ are interrogated. Typically,

these metabolites are classified, for example, by metabolite

class or metabolic pathway as defined in databases such as

KEGG and HMDB.217

5. Applications of metabolomics in mammalian

studies

The growth of metabolomics as a scientific discipline has been

exponential in the last ten years. 1503 papers are listed in Web

of Knowledge in 2009, compared to 20 in the year 2000.

The discipline has shown great promise in advancing our

knowledge of mammalian systems, though significantly more

work is required to demonstrate its applicability to a wider

audience of scientific researchers. Success stories are being

observed71 and some applications originating from industrial

sources (for example, pharmaceutical companies) are never

communicated to the scientific community.

(i) Sample types

A wide array of mammalian biofluids, cells and tissues have

been investigated in metabolomic studies. Biofluids including

serum and plasma,68,218 urine,219 bile,220 faecal water,221

cerebrospinal fluid (CSF),222 saliva223 and embryo cell

media224 have all been studied. Many tissue types have also

been investigated including liver,225 kidney,226 cancerous

tumours,227 gastrointestinal,228 placental,216 brain229 and

adipose.6 Eukaryotic cells studied include Chinese Hamster

Ovarian,230 human lung epithelial,231 human glioblastoma,232

rat basophil leukemia,233 cancer234 and stem.235

The choice of the sample type to investigate is dependent on

the experimental objective and sample availability. Logical

reasoning defines that the sample type closest to the physio-

logical area of interest would provide the greater probability of

detection of the greatest number and magnitude of metabolic
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differences. As one moves away from the physiological area

other biological processes dilute or complicate the metabolic

profile. For example, study of drug toxicity of the kidney

suggests that investigating kidney tissue would be appropriate

and this is routinely employed. However, the acquisition of

suitable numbers of tissue samples can be difficult. Biopsies are

clinically difficult to acquire, painful (so longitudinal studies

are limited), and tissues are recognised to be heterogeneous.

Collection of complete tissues is generally only possible after

death and so animal models are commonly applied. However,

the three Rs are guiding principles for the use of animal

testing and recommend reduction, replacement or refinement

wherever possible. Placental tissue and skin can be obtained

without the requirement for invasive sampling and are

alternatives to animal models.236 The process of sample

collection and preparation of tissue is time consuming and

expensive. In human studies for health and safety reasons of

the clinic (compared to laboratory) freezing of tissue is often

performed in a separate location to the operating room and

this temporal difference can provide changes in the tissue

metabolome.

The collection of biofluids can be less evasive than tissues.

Urine and faecal water collection are non-invasive. Blood

collection is minimally invasive and routine with limited

complications. However, the collection of CSF requires a

lumbar puncture procedure which is technically demanding

and can result in clinical complications. To illustrate the power

of biofluid based analyses, regarding the study of drug toxicity

of the kidney, if biopsies are not available urine is an

appropriate biofluid to study as urine is a by-product of

kidney function. Serum and plasma could also be described

as an integrative biofluid as its passage around the body and

physical contact with several organs of centralised function

provides a suitable biofluid for an integrative phenotypic

assessment of mammals, a metabolic footprint of biological

function. However, in many cases the hard work of the

kidneys and liver can maintain the composition of blood

within very narrow limits. To circumvent this homeostatic

regulation the collection of blood from specific areas of the

body can be highly discriminatory and provide additional

information (for example, collection from the coronary sinus

artery in the study of the heart).74 Although CSF requires a

highly-invasive sampling procedure this fluid provides highly

selective information on the central nervous system, especially

in view of the blood–brain barrier and limited transfer of

metabolites across this barrier.

(ii) Biomarkers and risk factors/assessments of diseases and

disease pathophysiology

A health–disease continuum exists for all mammals. As

humans we are defined as healthy or ill, though in reality

we exist at a point between the two extremes of health and

illness. Metabolomics is playing a large role in the discovery of

‘biomarkers’ or risk factors associated with specific diseases

and also in acquiring greater pathophysiological under-

standing of the onset and progression of diseases. Many of

these studies are based around animal models, where a low

level of inter-animal variability is acquired from the careful

control of genetic and environmental factors in a laboratory.

Alternatively, the general population is studied where

inter-human metabolic variability is high caused by the large

variations observed in genome, lifestyle, diet, age and body

mass index (BMI) for example.237,238 While it is not possible to

include a complete review of metabolomics in disease models

and human patients, we hope the selective description of three

large disease areas will give the reader a flavour of the

approaches currently being used both at the bench and the

bed side. It is hugely important to provide the translation of

these advances from the bench to the bed side to allow

the human population worldwide to benefit from these

developments, either through new biomarkers of disease

or the development of new interventions (e.g. drugs) by

producing markers of efficacy.

Since the completion of the human genome, focus has

switched to understanding gene function in situ. Metabolomic-

based approaches to functional genomics are relatively rapid,

and cheap on a per-sample basis when compared with other

common -omic approaches such as transcriptomics. They

often prove to be significantly less labour intensive than

conducting transcriptomic or proteomic based phenotyping

analyses and yet still provide a comprehensive global systems

description of biological effects. This makes metabolomics an

ideal profiling tool for the exploration of naturally occurring

and transgenic disease models. Many metabolomic studies

to date have focussed on investigating disease in model

organisms. The refinement of knock-out and knock-in strategies

combined with accumulating sequence data has accelerated

the generation of accurate disease models. The mouse is

currently the most widely used tool in studies of mammalian

genomics. Metabolic profiling techniques have been success-

fully used to characterise metabolic pathways disrupted in

mouse models of human diseases including cardiac disease,239

type 2 diabetes mellitus240 and atherosclerosis.241 Additionally,

the implementation of metabolomics as a screen in large scale

mutagenesis programs has proven successful in identifying

those mutants which possess clinically relevant phenotypes.

Using this approach, models of various human metabolic

diseases have been identified, including a model of maple

syrup urine disease (branched chain ketoaciduria), and a

model of lipotoxic cardiomyopathy which could be used to

investigate the mechanisms of cardiac fibrosis and hepatic

steatosis.242,243

Cardiovascular disease has been extensively profiled using

metabolomics with the primary aim of improving diagnosis.

In particular, the use of 1H NMR spectroscopy is well

documented and its application has been used to monitor

atherosclerotic disease progression,244 to differentiate

underlying causes of heart disease,239 and to monitor the

effects of genetic modification on cardiac metabolism.245

Due to the multi-factorial nature of cardiovascular disease,

many of the available mouse models only recapitulate a

fraction of the symptoms associated with this disorder.

For example, most mouse strains are naturally resistant to

atherosclerosis even when on a high fat and calorie rich diet.

However, the ApoE knock-out mouse is a model of human

atherosclerosis.246 The high circulating lipid levels in the

mutant are due to a reduced capacity to clear fatty acids from
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the plasma, resulting in the development of atherosclerotic

plaques at approximately 25 weeks and this has been the

subject of metabolomic studies.241 The inability to recapitulate

all features of human cardiovascular disease fully in animal

models has resulted in an increasing number of human

metabolomic experiments being conducted. Such studies are

complicated by factors including uncertainty in the timing

of disease onset and profound inter-patient variability.

Nevertheless, a study conducted at Papworth Hospital

(Cambridgeshire, UK) by Brindle and colleagues and

discussed earlier highlighted the potential of metabolomic

based approaches in the prediction of various stages of

occlusion of coronary arteries.132 However, Kirschenlohr

and colleagues have since identified a number of confounders

for a diagnosis based primarily on lipid composition, in

particular gender and statin treatment (a common therapy

for coronary artery disease)84 which may have biased the

results of the original study. Therefore, large patient cohorts

and classification of patients according to risk factors or drug

exposure is advocated to minimise contributions from such

confounding clinical effects.84 However, large cohorts will not

necessarily remove or highlight confounders or biases and can

magnify the effects of instrument drift as samples are run

across multiple batches. Mass spectrometry has also been

applied to the study of cardiovascular disease including the

identification of serum metabolic biomarkers of heart

failure,203 where pseudouridine and 2-oxoglutaric acid were

defined as potential markers and which are being assessed in

further targeted work to define whether these differences are

the cause or effect of the pathophysiology of heart failure.

Gerszten and colleagues have applied targeted analysis of up

to 250 metabolites to study heart-related diseases including

myocardial ischemia73 and planned myocardial infarction.74

Interestingly, the role of TCA metabolites has been high-

lighted in many of these studies, demonstrating that cellular

damage can be detected directly.

The development of the db/db and the ob/ob mouse models,

with deficiencies in leptin signalling and leptin production,

respectively, has significantly aided research into the

mechanistic causes of insulin resistance.247,248 These mice were

observed to be obese, hyperphagic, hyperinsulinaemic and

dyslipidaemic, and they developed severe hyperglycaemia

under fasting conditions.249 Metabolomic analysis of urine

from the db/db mouse identified profound perturbations in

nucleotide metabolism, including that of N-methylnicotinamide

and N-methyl-2-pyridone-5-carboxamide, which were suggested

to represent novel biomarkers for following the progression of

type 2 diabetes mellitus.240 Dumas and co-workers have

similarly used NMR-based urinary metabolic profiles to examine

correlations between the metabolome and Quantitative Trait

Loci (QTL) to understand mechanisms that pre-dispose or

protect strains of mice from the development of insulin

resistance and type II diabetes.250 Furthermore, the metabolic

perturbations of metabolic syndrome (combination of medical

problems which increase the risk of cardiovascular and heart

diseases) have also been investigated using the PPAR-a null

mouse. The PPARs comprise a family of nuclear hormone

receptors involved in lipid metabolism. Hypoglycaemia, a

consequence of impaired liver fatty acid b-oxidation and

reduced gluconeogenesis, was monitored in this model using

stable isotope techniques.251 The results implicated PPAR-a in

the regulation of substrate utilisation for hepatic glucose

production in the fasted and fed states. Following on from

this study, the systemic effects of the PPAR-a mutation have

been defined. Using a combination of 1H NMR and GC-MS

metabolic changes have been followed in the heart, liver,

skeletal muscle and adipose tissue of the PPAR-a null

mouse,252 a true systems-wide study.

As insulin resistance is thought to be closely linked with

so-called lipotoxicity, the accumulation of fat in tissues other

than adipose resulting in metabolic impairment, it has also

proved profitable to study the changes in the lipidome directly

using LC-MS. Using such an approach Medina-Gomez and

colleagues demonstrated the importance of PPARg2 in

controlling adipose tissue expandability and preventing the

accumulation of fat in peripheral tissues.253 This approach has

also been used to monitor the influence of the altered lipidome

in mouse models of b-pancreatic cell failure which proved to

be more predictive of the ultimate disease compared with

many traditional markers of metabolic stress in these mice.254

Despite the huge challenges associated with studying disease

in humans this has not deterred researchers in the hope

of finding predictive markers of disease or defining the

mechanisms of pathology using metabolomics. Much work

has focussed on understanding the role of lipotoxicity and its

role in insulin resistance in humans. Kolak and colleagues

have used LC-MS lipidomics to examine inflammation in

adipose tissue in obese women, demonstrating that the content

of ceramides and long chain fatty acids in triglycerides in this

tissue correlated with the degree of fatty liver when comparing

women with similar body mass index but a range of hepatic

steatosis.255 Examining why some people develop obesity and

others show marked resistance, Pietiläinen and co-workers

have examined adipose tissue in weight discordant

monozygotic twins. At the transcriptional level there was

evidence of a decrease in branch chain amino acids (BCAA)

in the siblings with obesity. This was correlated with an

increase in serum concentrations of these amino acids,

suggesting that BCAA have a role in weight regulation.256

Newgard and co-workers have similarly followed the effects of

BCAA and high fat feeding in rats, demonstrating that BCAA

influenced TOR signalling and the development of insulin

resistance.257 Recently, there have been discussions on whether

specific and predictive biomarkers are appropriate or whether

instead metabolic profile changes should be employed to

define or undertake risk assessments.258

Other cardiovascular diseases have been studied. Kenny

and colleagues have identified small molecular markers of

preeclampsia in blood plasma demonstrating the potential

impact metabolomic studies will have in the clinic in terms

of biomarker discovery.259,260 Studies employing placental

tissue cultures have provided pathophysiological links between

hypoxia and pre-eclampsia.216,236 Specific and identical

metabolic changes have been observed in plasma and

tissue (for example, glutamate), showing the importance to

integrate data from multiple sample types including biofluids

and tissues so as to provide greater confidence to new

discoveries.
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Recently, studies have been designed to incorporate serial

sampling before and after a controlled intervention thereby

enabling patients to act as their own control thus reducing the

influence of the aforementioned confounders. For example, in

a study by Lewis and co-workers, serial blood samples were

taken from patients undergoing alcohol septal ablation

treatment for hypertrophic obstructive cardiomyopathy,

before and after a planned myocardial infarction (MI).74

Using a targeted MS-based approach, perturbations in

pyrimidine, tricarboxylic acid cycle and pentose phosphate

pathway metabolism were identified through changes in the

concentration of aconitic acid, hypoxanthine, trimethylamine-

N-oxide and threonine. These findings were subsequently

validated in plasma from patients of spontaneous MI. The

authors of this review highly recommend the validation of

results as described in the paper by Lewis and colleagues and

discussed earlier in this review. The authors conclude that the

study design enhanced their power to identify statistically

meaningful changes associated with MI which in turn enabled

the detection of very early myocardial injury. In another

similar study, myocardial substrate utilisation in humans with

coronary artery disease or left ventricular dysfunction was

investigated during surgical ischaemia/reperfusion (I/R). This

study revealed a number of pertinent metabolic alterations

associated with I/R, including increased circulating concen-

trations of acetylcarnitine and impaired cardiac tricarboxylic

acid cycle flux.261

The investigation of brain metabolism using 1H NMR based

metabolomics is also well established, with a diverse array

of applications including the characterisation of regional

variation, brain tumours and neurological disorders.262–264

Since the brain is heavily compartmentalised, a study by Tsang

and co-workers used metabolic profiling to characterise

distinct neuroanatomical regions in rats ex vivo by high

resolution magic angle spinning (HRMAS) 1H NMR.264 Clear

biochemical differences were defined between the brain stem,

frontal cortex, cerebellum and hippocampus. This provides an

invaluable baseline reference for further HRMAS 1H NMR

spectroscopic studies to monitor disease and specific

pharmacological insults within the brain. Furthermore, using

HRMAS 1H NMR spectroscopy, it was possible to characterise

an accumulation of polyunsaturated fatty acids in BT4C

gliomas in rats during gene-therapy-induced apoptosis.265

Such lipids are easily detectable in vivo by magnetic resonance

spectroscopy (MRS) and could be used to monitor the efficacy

of gene therapy in patients with glioma.263 As a complement to

this study, the low molecular weight intermediate composition

of the same rat gliomas was subsequently quantified and it

was demonstrated that myo-inositol, glycine and taurine

concentrations correlated with tumour cell density, whereas

the overall concentration of choline-containing compounds

was unaffected by cell loss.266 Another study has combined

MRS with automated pattern recognition techniques to help

radiologists categorise brain tumours according to histological

type and grade.267 Using metabolic profiling, it was possible to

discriminate between meningiomas, low grade astrocytomas

and aggressive tumours such as glioblastomas and metastases.

This highlights the ability to transfer knowledge from

the laboratory to the bedside to assist in healthcare and

potentially provide better outcomes by earlier diagnosis

or improved interventions. Spectral profiles prepared from

intact tissue, tissue extracts and biofluids have also proven to

be highly discriminatory for a number of neurological

diseases, including spinocerebellar ataxias, Huntington’s

disease, schizophrenia, Lesch–Nyhan syndrome and

Duchenne muscular dystrophy.262,268–272 For example,

metabolic profiles derived from cerebral tissue of a mouse

model of spinocerebellar ataxia-3 demonstrated metabolic

abnormalities in the cerebellum and also in the cerebrum,

which has not previously been implicated in the disease.262

Similarly, metabolic deficits in a mouse model of Huntington’s

disease have been characterised, suggestive of a redistribution

of neural osmolytes and an alteration in glutamate–glutamine

cycling.272

Metabolic profiling of cerebral spinal fluid (CSF) has also

been conducted with the aim of establishing biomarkers of

diseases affecting the central nervous system. Using an

NMR spectroscopy based approach, it has been possible to

differentiate CSF samples of first-onset schizophrenia patients

from healthy controls.273 CSF has been used to diagnose

differentially viral, tubercular and bacterial meningitis in

children.274 Another recent study used NMR spectroscopy

to identify CSF biomarkers of the neurological disorders

idiopathic intracranial hypertension (IIH) and multiple

sclerosis. The metabolic profiles obtained could predict disease

diagnosis in a second cohort of patients with 80% specifi-

city.275 Schizophrenia has been studied with metabolomics276

and systems biology showing the significant changes in energy

metabolism in the mitochondria and oxidative stress.277 The

role of hypoxia and/or oxidative stress is increasingly being

implemented in a number of diseases including pre-eclampsia,

Parkinson’s disease, Alzheimer’s disease, heart failure,

atherosclerosis and tissue inflammation.

In addition to cardiovascular disease and neuro-

degeneration, the other major research area that has benefitted

from the application of metabolomic tools is cancer. The first

applications focussed on the discrimination of tumour types in

brain tissue using in vivo NMR spectroscopy, solution

state extracts and even intact tissues.278–280 While NMR

spectroscopy based approaches have dominated metabolomics

in cancer research to date, in part because of the potential of

moving from tissue extracts to carrying out NMR either in situ

or in vivo, there has been a recent increase in MS-based studies.

GC-MS methods have been used to characterise ovarian

tumours,281 kidney cancer92 and colon cancer.217 Similar

progress has been made in understanding the progression of

prostate cancer, with spermine and sarcosine concentrations

having a prominent role in discriminating tumours according

to aggressiveness.71,282

(iii) Drug discovery, toxicity, and efficacy

Metabolomics has been widely used in the field of drug

toxicology as it offers the potential for identifying and

assessing toxic effects during the early stages of compound

development, saving money, time and resources for other

drugs in the pipeline.283–285 Many published examples are

available, of which only a few will be discussed here.
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Metabolomics can be used to search for biomarkers which are

characteristic of a particular type of toxicity. Alternatively, it

can be used to construct databases from which models

can be built to try to predict the toxicity of unknown

compounds without detailed analysis of the changes occurring

due to each compound. The putative biomarkers are more

acceptable if they can be linked to a mechanism as many of the

changes commonly detected can be the result of non-specific

toxicity, often due to loss of body weight or general

stress.128,286

The Consortium for Metabonomic Toxicology (COMET), a

collaboration between Imperial College London and six

pharmaceutical companies, is an example of the creation of

a large database of metabolomic data for the prediction

of toxic effects. It was set up to investigate the use of

metabolomics/metabonomics in preclinical toxicological

screening of drug candidates, with a focus on biofluids.287 A

database of 147 compounds selected as being model toxins,

mainly targeting the liver or kidney, was compiled along with

associated meta-data including histopathology and clinical

chemistry.288 Using a subset of these compounds a model

was developed to distinguish liver and kidney toxicity. When

the model could make predictions the error rate was 8%.

However, in 39% of cases, a prediction could not be made.289

More work will be required to increase the success rate of the

predictions for this ambitious but essential program.

An example of detection of biomarkers which have a

mechanistic explanation is found in a study of urine from rats

exposed to peroxisomal proliferation. Normally to determine

peroxisomal proliferation a liver sample is required for

electron microscopy to directly visualize the changes. Urinary

N-methylnicotinamide (NMN), which is formed from

nicotinamide and is one of the end points of the tryptophan–

NAD+ pathway, was found to correlate with the density of

peroxisomes in liver. It was proposed that increased flux

through the tryptophan–NAD+ pathway is the cause of the

increase in urinary NMN and gene expression data were used

to support this hypothesis.290–292

Urinary metabolomics often identifies changes in the same

subset of high concentration metabolites, many of which are

involved in the citric acid cycle and energy homeostasis.283 The

levels of urinary creatine and taurine are commonly perturbed

in response to hepatotoxins, but often the direction of the

change varies. However, Clayton et al. studied three model

hepatotoxins which caused necrosis, steatosis and cholestasis

and suggested a hypothesis for the different changes in levels

of creatine and taurine in terms of cysteine synthesis in the

liver.293 In a similar experiment Mortishire-Smith and

colleagues used metabolomics to elucidate the mechanism of

toxicity in a candidate drug. Medium chain dicarboxylic acids

were identified in urine and triglycerides increased in the liver

leading to the hypothesis that the compound disrupted fatty

acid metabolism and inhibited b-oxidation. This was then

confirmed using in vitro assays.294

(iv) Lipidomics

The full complement of lipids present in a biological sample is

defined as the lipidome and can be viewed as a sub-category of

the metabolome. However, the most comprehensive database

of lipids (Lipid Maps295) describes 21 715 separate lipids

compared to the 7800 metabolites defined in the Human

Metabolome Database.15 Lipids constitute a large proportion

of the mammalian metabolome and are employed in diverse

roles including energy storage, cell membranes and signalling.

Lipidomics has been defined as ‘‘the full characterisation of

lipid molecular species and of their biological roles with

respect to expression of proteins involved in lipid metabolism

and function, including gene regulation’’.296 The importance

of lipids in disease pathophysiology and as biomarkers297,298

and their role in signalling processes299 is increasing rapidly

and their importance in structural roles and energy storage is

essential. A number of reviews are available which detail the

application of lipidomics.298,300,301

Specific experimental systems are employed for lipidomics

which often differ when compared with metabolomic analyses,

to reflect the great diversity of lipids found inside the cell and

the similar chemical properties they possess. In addition to

using specific assays based on MS and NMR, thin layer

chromatography and solid phase extraction have been widely

used. Shotgun lipidomics employs the direct infusion of

samples without chromatographic separation and although

offers disadvantages as described earlier for DIMS

(i.e., ionisation suppression and separation of stereoisomers),

the technique has been applied routinely in a high throughput

manner. It is recommended that samples are analysed three

times to expand the range of detectable lipids: (i) negative ion

mode with no modifier for anionic lipid species, (ii) addition of

lithium hydroxide in negative ion mode detects the weak

anionic species and (iii) positive ion mode with a weak acid

such as formate to detect neutral and polar lipids.23 The

double-bond position in unsaturated lipids can now be

determined with ozone-based reactions.302 Extraction methods

apply a non-polar solvent system, typically chloroform, with a

range of different physical methods.303 Currently, the focus of

informatics and analytical excellence in lipidomics is Lipid-

maps295,304 where specific methods for lipid class study and a

database of all known lipids are available. Seven specific

classes of lipids have been defined. These are fatty acyls,

glycerolipids, glycerophospholipids, sphingolipids, sterol

lipids, prenol lipids and saccharolipids. The abilities to derive

knowledge from data are dependent on the informatics applied

to integrate large data sets from different sources. Oresic and

colleagues recently reviewed the current expertise and

limitations.305

A range of diseases and physiological dysregulation have

implicated the role of lipids including diabetes,306 heart

disease,307,308 mitochondria,309 traumatic and ischemic brain

injury,310,311 mediators in diseases312 including the regulation

of pain sensitivity313 and lipid involvement in cell death.314

The role of lipidomics in metabolomics is expected to increase

in the coming years.

(v) Nutrigenomics and the role of metabolomics

The impact of food and diet on metabolism in mammals is

poorly understood. The body consumes many different dietary

metabolites, including nutrients, but little is known on how
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these influence physiology and metabolism. Optimal nutrition

is known to benefit the health of humans and has the potential

to eliminate specific diseases. The influence of diet on the

progression of diseases is becoming clear (for example,

diabetes). Nutritional assessments are an essential part of the

toolbox to personalised assessments of the interaction between

diet and health. Recently, reduced calorific intake has been

shown to be important to health and to improve outcome after

disease interventions.315,316

A pioneering paper in 2002 highlighted the role meta-

bolomics will play in providing individual metabolic assessments

and many positive results have been observed so far. However,

there is still a long road to follow and the development of

metabolomics and nutritional assessments will walk hand-in-

hand as the difficulties are observed and overcome in both.317

However, in the human population where inter-subject

variation is high there are many confounders associated

with these studies. These include metabolic differences of

individuals which provide different metabolic signatures

inter-dispersed with nutrient signals. The gut microflora is

known to have beneficial influences on human health and the

ability to accurately map diet records of food components with

metabolic profiles is required. Before the introduction of

metabolomics a limited and specific number of nutrients and

metabolites were studied. The majority of the 20th century has

focussed on the discovery of vitamins and nutrients which

provide prevention of deficiency diseases. Separately, a

discovery of polyphenols in red wine and their beneficial

protection against oxidative stress in the body has been

observed. Metabolomics has provided the holistic study of

the interaction between diet and health. The number of

metabolites in food is significantly greater than the number

of nutrients and the goal is to determine how the interactions

between all of these influence health. In order to understand

how diet interacts with health there is a requirement to

determine specific markers of nutrient or food intake318,319

and to measure the chronic and acute effect of diet on

metabolism and physiology.

(vi) The application of stable isotopes in metabolomics

Stable isotopes are defined as entities of an element which

differ in mass, a result of differing numbers of neutrons and the

same number of electrons and protons. Stable isotopes are not

radioactive, the relative abundance of isotopes remains

constant. For example carbon-12 and carbon-13 (12C and
13C) are isotopes of the same element. The abundance of each

isotope is element specific and typically the isotope of lowest

mass is the most abundant. For example, the ratio of

abundances for 12C and 13C is 98.9 : 1.1. A number of common

elements have two stable (i.e. not radioactive) isotopes including

carbon, nitrogen, sulfur, chlorine and bromine. The introduction

of an unnaturally high ratio of an isotope can be employed in

metabolomics for two types of studies: tracer or flux distribution

studies and flux analysis studies.

Tracer studies are applied to define the path of an element

(and related to the source metabolite) through a metabolic

network. The metabolites enriched above the natural level of
13C when a 13C carbon source is introduced can be expected to

be linked metabolically to the source of 13C. Glucose is typically,

but not exclusively, the carbon source. The route through the

metabolic network can also be defined by the carbon atom(s) of a

metabolite enriched in 13C (positional isotopomer distribution).

These ‘tracer’ studies are reviewed excellently in a recent paper

where MS and NMR were applied to these types of studies in

mammalian systems.320 These studies can be extended to define

the flux distribution. For example, the distribution of an isotope

to specific metabolites in the metabolic network can define the

relative fluxes through specific metabolic pathways which lead to

specific metabolites. For example, the determination of the flux

distribution in proteinogenic amino acids is employed to define

flux to pathways involved in amino acid metabolism.321 One

human-based study has provided stable isotope resolved

metabolomic (SIRM) analysis following 13C glucose infusion

into humans diagnosed with lung cancer. This provided in vivo,

rather than in vitro, insights into metabolism of tumours and

showed increased flux through the glycolysis and TCA cycle

pathways.322

Metabolomics typically studies the metabolite concen-

tration in a pool and provides a snapshot of metabolism.

However, metabolite concentrations are influenced by the

metabolic flux of reactions and the determination of

concentration and flux is important to define temporal

changes. Here, an isotopically enriched metabolite is added

to the system and the changes in the 12C and 13C abundances

of metabolites downstream at multiple time points (optimised

to define the increase and decrease in the abundance

appropriately) are measured. These applications have been

reviewed by Sauer and Zamboni in microbial systems.323,324

For pathways where flux is high (for example, glycolysis),

rapid sampling systems have been developed for microbial

systems. Here, twenty samples were collected over a sixteen

second period.325 These types of studies are performed in

cell-based rather than tissue-based systems as rapid sampling

and quenching is required and therefore examples in whole

mammalian systems are rare although perfused organs have

commonly been investigated.326,327 Such approaches allow the

measurement of fluxes, particularly of the TCA cycle, in

functioning organs. Also, benefiting from the ready uptake

of glucose by the brain 13C MRS has been applied to follow

brain metabolism, including estimating TCA flux rates, in

animals and humans in vivo.328,329

Applications of isotopes in mammalian systems are typically

tracer studies or flux distribution studies rather than flux

measurements because of the technical demands of rapid

sampling of mammalian systems. Rabinowitz and colleagues

have applied systems-wide metabolic flux profiling to determine

that metabolic flux in many central metabolic pathways

present in mammalian cells is upregulated following induction

by human cytomegalovirus, including TCA cycle and fatty

acid biosynthesis. Pharmacological inhibition of fatty acid

biosynthesis showed reduced replication of the virus.330

(vii) Spatial mapping of metabolite distributions in tissues and

cells

The majority of metabolomic experiments ignore the spatial

information of the metabolome, extracting metabolites from
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relatively large tissue areas. For example, tissue studies

perform the extraction of intracellular metabolites into an

appropriate extraction solvent for further analysis. Although

this determines global changes, specific information on the

spatial distribution of metabolites is lost. A migration to

spatial mapping of metabolites is appropriate where MS and

NMR can be applied.

Mass spectrometry imaging employs a range of ionisation

techniques including matrix assisted laser desorption ionisation

(MALDI331), secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS332,333)

and desorption electrospray ionization (DESI).334 Here, a

focussed laser or ion beam or solvent spray results in the

ionisation of metabolites and their fragments from the surface

of a sample prior to mass analysis. The level of sputtering and

sample removal can be controlled and depth profiling can be

performed, as shown for SIMS using a C60
+ ion beam on frog

oocytes.332 The resolution of imaging is highly dependent on

the diameter of the ion or laser beam; typically with SIMS

having better resolution (mm scale) than MALDI, and

DESI currently having very poor resolution. More recently,

nanostructure-initiator mass spectrometry (NIMS) has been

investigated for spatial profiling of metabolites without the

need for matrix (as is observed in MALDI) and with reduced

fragmentation (as is observed in MALDI and SIMS).335

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), or in vivo chemical

shift imaging (a spectroscopic variant of MRI) has long been

used to follow a host of diseases in animal models and humans

in vivo, and this is an expanding field in drug discovery.336,337

This provides advantages in human physiology as in vivo

studies are closer to the observed phenotype than animal or

tissue models. It also circumvents the need for quenching

metabolism, and indeed from in vivo spectroscopic studies of

brain metabolism one can determine that the intracellular

concentration of lactate is B1 mM, compared with the

410 mM concentration detected in tissue extracts as a result

of post mortem metabolism of glucose and glycogen. Despite

over 20 years of activity this is an expanding field and two of

its pioneers, Lauterbur and Mansfield, received the Nobel

prize in 2003 in recognition of this. Activatable molecular

probes which provide an increase in detectable signal following

interaction with an enzyme during metabolism has been shown

to provide advantages in cancer metabolomics.338

(viii) Metabolomics role in systems biology

Three specific publications, which highlight the growing

potential of metabolomics in combination with systems

biology, will be discussed further here.

Sreekumar et al. have applied metabolomics to decipher

metabolic alterations observed in tissue and biofluids (urine

and plasma) associated with prostate cancer.71 A combination

of GC-MS and LC-MS provided the detection of 1126 unique

metabolites. The metabolic profiles were able to distinguish

between benign, clinically localised and metastatic prostate

cancer and provided evidence of the role of sarcosine in cancer

cell invasion and its predictive ability when measured in

biofluids. This study was one of the first to highlight the role

of inductive metabolomics in the discovery of metabolic

disease biomarkers and provide hypotheses which could be

tested relating to the pathophysiology of disease in a targeted

systems biology study.

Gieger and colleagues have undertaken a genome-wide

association study with metabolomics data.339 Quantitative

data for 363 metabolites in 284 male participants were

acquired. Associations between single nucleotide polymorphisms

(SNPs) and metabolism were observed and accounted for 12%

of the total variation measured in the metabolic profiles. The

results showed that holistic data from different functional

levels (genome and metabolome) can be acquired, integrated

and analysed to show that common genetic polymorphisms

can induce major differences in the metabolic network. These

types of studies provide the appropriate tools and data to

enable personalised medicine to become a reality.

Shlomi and co-workers have described how model-based,

and not experimentally derived, data can be applied to predict

human inborn errors of metabolism.340 Diagnosis of inborn

errors of metabolism and disease phenotypes is typically

performed by the holistic acquisition of data from healthy

and diseased subjects followed by data analysis to determine

metabolic differences. This process is time-consuming and

relatively expensive. This publication described a computational

approach to systematically predict metabolic biomarkers from

stoichiometric metabolic models. The results showed that

genome-scale metabolic models can be applied to predict

errors in metabolism. The concentrations of 233 metabolites

were predicted to be up or down regulated as a result of 176

dysfunctional enzymes. This approach is attractive as it

focuses the metabolomic experiment to a specific set of

metabolites for further targeted studies without the requirement

for metabolic profiling to generate hypotheses. However, the

method is limited by the knowledge gaps present in current

genome-scale metabolic reconstructions.

The role of metabolomics in the systems-wide study of

mammalian systems is at its infancy and suggests many

potential advantages and applications. The study of disease

pathophysiology, identification of metabolic biomarkers and

the study of drug toxicity and efficacy have shown interesting

advances in recent years and further advances in the years to

come are expected. The role of systems biology in personalised

medicine, where nutrition and drug treatment are tailor made

to the individual (rather than the population as is currently

observed) or the risk assessed depending on the measured

response of metabolites, proteins and genes in an individual, is

exciting but at a very early stage of development. Most studies

currently perform population-based research where the

‘average’ response and associated variation to diet or drugs

are measured. However, people are individuals and each

person’s metabolism reacts differently to food and drug intake

which can, for example, determine the dosage of drug which

will be effective or the drug concentration at which toxicity is

observed. Personalised medicine can, for example, provide

information to determine the current drug (from a library of

many) and dosage to apply. Genetics has already provided

levels of personalised risk assessment and treatment. For

example, the BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes are implicated in

the development of breast and ovarian cancer and detection

can allow specific treatment to be chosen after counselling

(removal of the breast and ovaries).341
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6. Growing pains

(i) Chemical identification of metabolites

In the majority of metabolomic investigations there is the

requirement to convert the unidentified feature of biological

interest to a known chemical entity, a metabolite. The use of

MS and NMR spectroscopy, which are respected as powerful

tools for chemical characterisation in traditional analytical

chemistry, should provide simple and automated methods to

perform this. However, these automated processes have not

been developed to provide high-throughput and automatic

identification of many hundreds or thousands of metabolites

in a single sample. Chemical identification in metabolomics is

still a manual or semi-automated process, typically applied

only to metabolites of biological interest rather than all

metabolites detected. The process of automation is difficult

as it requires the transfer of the logical knowledge of chemists

to software programs while ensuring accuracy in results,

especially the absence of false positives. Research has been

performed to provide automation which is available to a

limited extent in a range of commercially available software,

though is currently lacking in open source software.

NMR is commonly applied in laboratories across the world

for structural interpretation of chemicals, proteins and

protein–ligand complexes. However, metabolomic experiments

are particularly challenging as identification has to be

performed in a complex mixture of metabolites, where

there may be significant peak overlap. However, moving to

higher dimensions is advantageous by providing a reduction

in the spectral complexity. This reduction provides an increase

in the number of metabolites detected and identified.

The application of homonuclear techniques like COSY

(COrrelation SpectroscopY) and TOCSY (TOtal Correlation

SpectroscopY) investigates the coupling between protons.

Heteronuclear approaches like HSQC (Heteronuclear Single

Quantum Coherence spectroscopy) or HMBC (Heteronuclear

Multiple Bond Correlation) investigate coupling between

protons and another nuclei (typically 13C). A typical 2D NMR

spectrum of a yeast extract is shown in Fig. 14. These spectra can

then be used to search through a variety of on-line databases such

as the HMDB,17 the BioMagResBank (BMRB)342 and the

Madison Metabolomics Consortium Database (MMCD).343

Finally, some are developing automated tools for spectral

assignments, using two and three dimensional techniques for

assignments through on-line databases.344

The complexity of mass spectrometric data is high. Many

hundreds of metabolites are detected and the process of

chemical derivatisation (in GC-MS) and electrospray ionisation

(in DIMS, LC-MS and CE-MS) can increase the complexity.

The production of multiple derivatisation products following

trimethylsilylation is well-known and can increase the

complexity of GC-MS chromatograms. Other methods of

derivatisation are more specific and can provide single

products for each metabolite.345 Recent studies have described

the wide range of ions detected in ESI-based studies.75,76 These

include adducts, fragments, isotope and multiply-charged

peaks common to all instrument types and instrument-specific

peaks observed only with a limited number of instruments (for

example, Fourier Artefact peaks have been observed with the

Orbitrap mass analyser for metabolites present at a high

concentration75). Recent research in Manchester has shown

that the single metabolite tryptophan is detected as 11 different

features in ESI-MS using specific analytical methods and

platforms (unpublished data).

Fig. 14 A 2D NMR spectrum acquired from a yeast cell extract applied in a model of Batten disease.
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The introduction of more powerful mass spectrometric tools

for identification of metabolites and valid workflows which

should be employed have been observed.75,76,346–349,350 Fiehn

and Kind should be congratulated on the early work in this

field including the seven golden rules which all metabolomic

researchers using mass spectrometry should apply.351

These describe the requirements for correct identification of

elemental (or molecular) formulae and the appropriate rules to

apply to constrain the number of possible elemental formulae.

However, limited advances have been observed in the previous

three years since these pioneering publications. Two classifications

of identification are applied in metabolomics, putative and

definitive.352 Putative annotation or characterisation employs

typically one experimentally-defined parameter (e.g., accurate

mass), though combinations can be applied, to identify a

metabolite. The parameter or parameters applied are not

matched to those of an authentic chemical standard. In

GC-MS the electron impact fragmentation mass spectrum is

applied, which can be a highly specific method for metabolite

identification because of the complexity of molecular and

fragment ions present in the mass spectrum. In LC-MS,

CE-MS and DIMS the accurate mass of an analyte is typically

applied which is matched to a metabolite in specific databases

either directly or via an intermediate step of matching accurate

mass to molecular formulae before conversion of this to a

metabolite. It is highly recommended to apply the two-step

process as databases are not fully comprehensive and currently

do not contain information on all metabolites present in

biological systems. There is a high probability of false positives

in the single step process. The two-step process should provide

matching of accurate mass to the molecular formulae of

chemicals present in metabolomic and chemical-focussed

databases (for example PubChem353 or ChemSpider354).

Detected features may be chemicals introduced during sample

collection, preparation and analysis and metabolomic

databases are not comprehensive. Inclusion of the seven

golden rules can subsequently be applied with other methods

to provide increased specificity and confidence while reducing

the number of possible molecular formulae. The measured

accurate mass can be matched to multiple metabolites with the

same molecular formula but different structural arrangement

(stereoisomers; for example, glucose or fructose) or matched

to metabolites with different molecular formula and similar or

identical molecular mass.

The application of fragmentation mass spectra is achievable

with many LC-MS instruments applied in metabolomics

(triple quadrupole, Q-TOF and trap-based instruments) and

can be highly specific. The mass spectra acquired from the

collision induced dissociation (CID) of the isomers glucose-1-

phosphate and glucose-6-phosphate are different, showing the

ability to distinguish between metabolites of similar molecular

structures. MSn where n 4 2 combined with spectral trees can

also be applied in specific trap-based instruments to increase

the accuracy of identification and reduce the possibility of a

false positive/misassignment. The adduct pattern can be

applied to reduce the number of molecular formulae matches

in electrospray data. For increased confidence and where

definitive identification is not possible isolation of the

metabolite by fractionation and chemical characterisation

using MS, NMR, elemental analysis and UV/IR spectroscopy

should be performed.355 This is labour-intensive, not high-

throughput, requires sufficient material and sometimes is

beyond the capabilities of current analytical tools. Recently,

published research has defined metabolites with a link to an

electronic source and this is commended to provide a direct

link between results and further information.

However, without the comparison of multiple parameters

acquired for a metabolite detected in a sample with an

authentic chemical standard no level of high confidence can

be achieved. Matching of data to those acquired for authentic

chemical standards is classified as definitive identification.

Typically, two orthogonal properties are applied: retention

time or migration time as a chromatographic property (associated

with boiling point or hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity) and

accurate mass and/or fragmentation mass spectrum and/or

NMR spectrum (associated with chemical structure). For this

reason DIMS can typically only provide putative identification

of metabolites. Definitive identification can be performed for a

limited number of metabolites after putative identification and

the purchase of the relevant authentic standards.

A singe-stage process for definitive identification is

achievable with the use of mass spectral libraries, though this

can be limited and provide false positives for structurally

similar metabolites. Mass spectral libraries are constructed

by the analysis of authentic chemical standards applying

specific analytical instruments and methods. In metabolomics,

all possible metabolites are not commercially available or the

purchasing costs are high.75,77 Therefore a comprehensive

library is highly unlikely. However, libraries have been

constructed which are either highly specific to metabolomics

(i.e., only contain metabolites as entries) or are less specific

and provide data on a wide range of chemicals. This has

especially been observed for GC-MS where NIST/EPA/NIH

libraries are commercially available and provide electron

impact fragmentation spectra on greater than 191 000 entities

and provide other data including MS/MS mass spectra and

Kovats retention indices (RI) values for greater than 44 000

chemicals. Metabolomic-specific libraries have been

constructed and report retention index (a normalised retention

time parameter) and fragmentation mass spectrum.75,356–358

The transferability of these libraries between different

instruments and laboratories is relatively high though

systematic errors can be introduced in the reported retention

index with different instrumental methods. However, a limited

number of column chemistries are applied (95% methyl–5%

phenyl is the most common in metabolomics) which limits the

impact of this technical difficulty. The reproducibility

of the electron energy and fragmentation process across all

instruments is high and provides good matching of mass

spectra between metabolomic samples and libraries.

The availability and transferability of LC-MS mass spectral

libraries is limited in metabolomics. Technical issues have

limited construction. Retention times vary greatly between

different LC columns and chromatographs and do not allow

retention times to be transferred accurately between different

methods as is possible for GC-MS. The fragmentation process

is also highly variable depending on the instrument applied as

has been shown previously.359 The application of a calibration
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point for instrument tuning before analysis can provide mass

spectra acquired on different instrument types which are

comparable.360 The construction and development of libraries

based on LC-MS data which are reproducible and transferable

is of high importance in metabolomics but has currently not

been fulfilled and there are no indications that this will be

performed in the next 5–10 years.

(ii) Standardisation

Greater than 200 laboratories worldwide are estimated to

perform metabolomics research, a field that is undergoing

analytical evolution. Each laboratory operates with different

viewpoints regarding the optimal experimental design,

analytical experiment and data analysis tools. The ability to

adhere to standardised methods and tools for the foreseeable

future is unlikely to be acceptable in metabolomics. However,

the ability to share and disseminate methods and results is

essential and appropriate reporting standards are necessary

for successful data dissemination. Details of the experimental

methods are required to provide comparability between

different experiments and the possibility of meta-analyses of

data from different studies, as is performed in clinical studies.

Data reporting standards should describe the minimal

information content required for unambiguous interpretation

of experimental methods and biological data, the common

language (through the use of ontologies) and the appropriate

data formats for exchange. Reporting standards provide the

ability for information to be accessible, comparable and

interpretable for the complete scientific community.

In 2005 the Metabolomics Standards Initiative (MSI), in

cooperation with The Metabolomics Society, was appointed

the role of developing and communicating standards for the

metabolomics community and originated from significant

work provided by two separate groups: Lindon and colleagues

provided standards for data exchange and the communication

of results between academia and pharmaceutical companies,

largely focussed on NMR spectroscopy;287 while Jenkins and

colleagues constructed a generic data model for data storage

and exchange in the plant community (ArMET) largely

focussed on mass spectrometry.361 The MSI subsequently

emerged, and is a group of international and eminent

volunteers from the metabolomics community who are

developing community-consensus standards. The MSI is

separated into working groups, each concentrating on a

specific area. In 2007, the MSI published a set of papers to

provide communication of preliminary research, highlight

the necessity for these standards and raise community

awareness.362 The papers described requirements (rather than

finalised standards) developed by each of the working groups

and include reporting requirements for biological samples

(mammalian,363 microbial,364 plant365 and environmental366),

chemical analysis,352 NMR experiments,367 data analysis,368

data exchange369 and ontologies.370

Currently, limited numbers of research groups freely

provide their data to the scientific community, though recently

the provision of data as supplementary with published

manuscripts is being observed. There is the requirement for

a greater number of research groups to allow their data to be

freely available and funding organisations are including this as

a necessity for funding. Decisions on whether raw data or

pre-processed data will be made available and the restraints of

file sizes of raw data have to be made. The complexity and

inter-operability of different sources of data (biological,

clinical) provide extra complexity to these databases. For

example, clinical-based metabolomics require not only storage

of analytical data but also clinical metadata specific to the

subjects from which samples are required. The Husermet and

COMET projects have shown that this complexity can be

present and still integratable.

Two specific areas of importance is the requirement for

standardisation of controlled vocabularies (or ontologies) and

data exchange. Ontologies are defined as formal representations

of a set of concepts within a domain and the relationships

between the concepts. One example is the naming of metabolites

where multiple synonyms are available. To many scientists

glucose and b-D-glucose are recognised as the same entity. To

a logical computer program these are two separate entities as

the names (annotations) do not match (for glucose there are

79 synonyms in PubChem (CID 5793); the chances of

confusion are clear). Standardisation is essential in this area

and recent work in the yeast metabolomics and systems

biology community has provided recommendations to how

metabolites should be named.18 Metabolites must be annotated

with external references available to the scientific community

and it is recommended to apply ChEBI (CHemical Entities of

Biological Interest) as the primary source of annotation. If the

metabolite is not present in ChEBI then KEGG followed by

HMDB followed by PubChem is recommended. Each metabolite

is annotated with a name and a database independent

representation for small molecules, specifically InChI

(INternational CHemical Identifier) or SMILES (Simplified

Molecular Input Line Entry System). The charge state of the

metabolite, dependent on the environmental pH, should also

be considered and be accurately reported. For example,

malonic acid (neutral species) or malonate (negatively charged

species). ChEBI reports multiple entries for a single metabolite

specific to charge state.

The appropriate standards for ontologies and data exchange

allow the exchange (usually via web services) and seamless

integration of data from multiple sources to be applied in

systems biology. Here data from genomic, transcriptomic,

proteomic and metabolomic experiments may be combined

in the construction of quantitative network models, including

models of metabolism. This is essential for systems biology to

be successful. The automation, accuracy and rapid performance

are only possible when standards for ontologies and data

exchange are available. Recent advances in automation to

provide efficient retrieval of scientific terms to provide the

construction of ontologies have been developed with the

application of text-mining, an automated informatics process

to acquire high-quality data from text.371

(iii) Integration of datasets from multiple sources

The success of systems biology will depend on the integration

and analysis of data from different sources including

high-throughput ‘omics data and clinical data. For this to be
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successful databases to store and disseminate data (for

example, MeMo372) are required and these have been reviewed

recently.24 In metabolomics, early research has focussed on the

study of correlations between components of different data

sets (for example, metabolite–metabolite, metabolite–transcript)

using methods including pairwise metabolite–transcript

comparison373 and Bayesian methods to combine correlation

and meta-data to provide greater understanding of biological

changes.374 Significant impetus is required to provide the

routine study of interactions between different functional

levels with data acquired in holistic approaches.

Concluding comments

The role of metabolomics in the systems-wide study of

mammals is rapidly increasing and evolving. The importance

of metabolites in metabolism and regulation of physiological

processes is increasingly being highlighted in disease studies to

identify biomarkers, to define disease pathophysiology and in

drug studies to define efficacy and toxicity. We are aware that

the previous 100 years have provided significant advances in

qualitative knowledge of the metabolites and interactions

(metabolism) from many reductionist-type studies. However,

these have not studied the systems as a whole to define

emergent properties which are increasingly becoming apparent

as essential to understand multi-factorial interactions of causes

and effects of disease, diet and drugs. Only now are these

avalanches of data from the previous 100 years being

combined to allow systems-wide studies to be performed.

The rapid advance in metabolomics has been created by the

technological advances to allow high-throughput holistic

investigations of metabolomes (for example, advances in

analytical platforms and informatics) and to provide

computational power and technologies to allow the analysis

and modelling of the large volumes of data provided. Only

now are we starting to see the advantages that systems wide

studies will provide and the study of the metabolome to define

system-wide properties and phenotypes is at the start of a long

and prosperous path in the next 50 years. However, we should

always remember that the goal of these studies is to drive

forward knowledge of the understanding of us as humans and

to enable improved health status, including healthy ageing and

better interventions in diseases. The economic impact of these

advances will be large.
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